Foreword
The widespread consolidation that has occurred within the U.S. airline industry (leaving just four majors or network carriers), as well as the rise of several air carrier business models (including "Ultra Low Cost Carriers" that often fly only one flight to certain cities a few days a week), has fundamentally changed the nature of air service and the competition among air carriers at airports.
Consolidation also has occurred in the fixed-base operator (FBO) arena and competition among these service providers has been significantly altered or eliminated. Airport operators have an obligation under their federal grant assurances to provide access to air carriers and FBOs, and certain categories of airports must develop competition plans. Airports also must not grant exclusive rights to aeronautical service providers.
These obligations on airports to not "unjustly discriminate" those seeking to provide aeronautical services can be challenging for airports to meet these obligations while also addressing the needs of the general aviation community in which they serve. The same can apply at commercial service airports that may not have the appropriate capacity to properly serve potential new entrants.
This digest serves to provide to airport lawyers, management, and staff the legally permissible means and methods of encouraging and accommodating competition at U.S. airports. It discusses the history of how competition has been addressed by government and airports and provides the context of the concentration of air carriers and FBOs, the accommodation of air carriers with differing business models, and avoiding the grant of exclusive rights when aeronautical service providers merge.
II. INTRODUCTION
The aviation industry and its competitive landscape in particular has changed significantly over the past two decades. The consolidation of several major airlines, most following their emergence from bankruptcy, as well as the rise of several different business models among air carriers, has fundamentally changed the nature of competition among air carriers at airports. At many airports, there is a concentration of air service 1 Where terms such as "regulatory" or "regulatory framework" are used in this digest, they are intended to encompass the full panoply of federal influence upon competition issues, ranging from federal legislation, regulations issued by federal agencies, formal and information statements made by federal agencies (ex. FAA and DOT), and contractual provisions included in grant agreements between the FAA and airport sponsors. among one or more large carriers or an otherwise overwhelmingly dominant carrier. Other airports, particularly small and non-hub airports, have experienced significant declines in commercial air service or, in some cases, the departure of commercial air service altogether. At the same time, the number of FBOs operating nationwide has generally declined, in many cases also through industry consolidation.
While the circumstances of each airport are unique, many of the challenges faced by airports proprietors seeking to foster a robust competitive environment share common elements. The majority of public-use airports in the United States operate under a comprehensive regulatory framework that is imposed as a condition of receiving federal Airport Improvement Program (AIP) grants and/or collecting Passenger Facility Charges (PFCs). It largely consists not of direct regulations issued by the FAA, but rather federal influence exerted indirectly through agreements, incentives, and background laws. This framework not only requires airport sponsors to provide a competitive environment in which aeronautical users and service providers have access to the airport, but also governs (and, in some cases, may limit) airport sponsors' ability to respond to particular competitive concerns in important ways. For example, the AIP grant assurances requires airport sponsors to provide access to the public on reasonable and not unjustly discriminatory terms, and to refrain from granting "exclusive rights" to aeronautical service providers. But at the same time, the principle of unjust discrimination may restrict a sponsors' ability to open up monopolistic or oligarchic markets. An airport's ability to offer more favorable terms to a new entrant carrier or FBO on a longterm or ongoing basis, for example, is highly restricted and often subject to scrutiny by incumbents and the FAA.
It is therefore important that airport sponsors understand this regulatory framework, as well as aeronautical service providers' economic motives, in order to address competitive issues and ensure the long-term viability of their airports. The authors intend this report as a guide to better understanding these factors as they relate to managing competition between air carriers and FBOs at federally-obligated airports. It is specifically geared toward the legal implications of managing competition, including coping with concentrations of air carriers and FBOs, accommodating air carriers with differing business models, and avoiding exclusive rights violations as the result of aeronautical service providers' merger or acquisition.
This report begins with a historical introduction to air carrier and FBO competition at U.S. airports, including the development of the existing regulatory structure and mechanisms to ensure competition at airports and the various economic elements at play. Next, this report details those aspects of the federal regulatory framework and other legal authorities most often implicated by efforts to promote competition. Finally, this report highlights common situations, the strategies and techniques that airports have developed to address them, and their attendant legal implications (and potential pitfalls) that airport sponsors must keep in mind.
III. COMPETITION IN CONTEXT
Airports occupy a unique position in the U.S. transportation system. Once viewed as simply a terminus for travel, airports now are looked upon as a key component in regional economic development, the "front door" to a city or a region, a standalone enterprise that is expected to generate profits, a critical link to the rest of the United States or the world, and/or a quasi-public utility that exists as an essential service for the local citizens. 2 One could certainly add to this list; however, it is clear that airports are tasked to serve multiple roles and, regardless of which of the above is most prominent at a particular airport, airports are no longer viewed as simply a place to board an aircraft.
Airports, cities, and regions compete for air service and, in many cases, to be a destination for general aviation traffic. Within this broad competitive setting are the factors affecting competition among air carriers and on-airport businesses.
The role of the airport proprietor in all of this is complex. Airport executives often find themselves being pulled in multiple directions depending upon which group may be attempting to influence policy at the moment. It is essential that personnel who are responsible for managing this set of complex and often competing factors has command of the legal, practical and historical context that must be considered.
A. DOT/FAA Approach to Regulating Competition
The roots of the modern approach to aviation policy and regulation in the context of ensuring adequate competition reach back to a 40-year-old, then-seismic shift in thinking regarding the economics of the aviation industry and strength of the market forces in play.
Prior to the 1970s, federal regulatory policy was based on the assumption that airline competition was characterized by unstable market characteristics, including monopolistic/ oligopolistic and destructive competition tendencies. 3 As a result, federal regulation was thought necessary to serve as a countervailing force to these anticompetitive tendencies.
While some lawmakers have questioned the effectiveness or propriety of such programs in recent years, local stakeholders (including elected officials) are typically swift to object to any proposed reductions. 15 As in the airline industry, federal policy with respect to FBOs also reflects an approach to ensuring competition through market-driven means. The federal government relies primarily upon "market supply and demand to determine the availability of commercial aeronautical services" 16 with respect to FBOs. For example, federal law prohibits an airport sponsor from granting FBOs (or any other aeronautical service provider) exclusive rights, so as to "promote fair competition at federally-obligated, public use airports for the benefit of aeronautical users. " 17 Similarly, airport sponsors are required to ensure a sort of "level playing field, " by permitting access by FBOs and other aeronautical service providers on reasonable terms and without unjust discrimination. These restrictions are enforced through grant agreements between the federal government and the airport sponsor, and must also be embedded in the sponsor's agreements with FBOs and in an airport's governing documents.
While the economic theory and federal policy with respect to FBOs tracks that of the federal government's position on airline competition, there are important differences between the two industries. First, unlike the airline industry, whose economic activity was historically subject to extensive regulation, FBOs have never been directly regulated (apart from antitrust laws of general applicability). Accordingly, the federal government has always "strongly encourage [d] sponsors and users to resolve business and economic issues at a local level. " 18 Second, the economics of the FBO industry, particularly at small, general aviation airports, often makes it difficult to retain enough FBOs to establish truly competitive local markets.
The net effect of the federal government's influential regulatory approach with respect to FBOs is that the burden of ensuring successful market competition is largely placed on the airport sponsor. The sponsor may, of course, take into consideration its own unique facts and circumstances in this endeavor. Airport sponsors have generally turned to minimum standards and negotiated terms of their agreements with FBOs to ensure adequate aeronautical services at airports. Because the economics regarding FBO competition vary greatly between 15 See, Jesse Paul, Essential Air Service, program that links small towns to hub airports, could be rescued from federal budget cuts, The Denver Post (July 14, 2017), https://www.denverpost.com/2017/07/14/ essential-air-service-federal-budget-cuts/. 16 FAA, ACO-100, Q&As -FBO Industry Consolidation and Pricing Practices 5 (2017) [hereinafter FBO Q&As]. 17 FAA, Advisory Circular AC No. 150/5190-6, Exclusive Rights at Federally-Obligated Airports, (Jan. 4, 2007) . See also, FBO Q&As, supra at 4 (An airport sponsor is prohibited from granting an exclusive right for the use of the airport. Nor may an airport sponsor grant a special privilege to anyone providing aeronautical services on the airport or engaging in an aeronautical use. The intent of these restrictions is to promote aeronautical activity and protect fair competition at federally obligated airports. "). 18 Id. at 5.
the market provides adequate air service for their communities. In this context, the indirect tools of federal policy, implemented through contractual agreements that contain the conditions for receiving federal funding and land grant subsidies, become the critical foci for airports in balancing mandates to promote competition and serve the interest of the flying public. These contractual tools act both as constraints on airport sponsor control over commercial aeronautical activities and as leverage that airport sponsors can use to guide and promote competition.
The means, methods, and parameters which are employed in seeking additional providers (or for that matter, to entice existing providers to expand service) are important variables in the competition equation. The contractual arrangements between the airport and the service provider also becomes an important variable. Both of these components must comply with applicable federal law, regulations, and guidance, address the current business environment, and anticipate what could change during the pendency of the contract.
While largely outside the scope of this report, a robust body of antitrust law has also developed to control anticompetitive behavior regarding the use of limited resources, unreasonable concentrations of market share, price-fixing, and other practices. The most important federal antitrust statute in this context is the Clayton Antitrust Act of 1914, 12 which prohibits mergers and acquisitions where the effect "may be substantially to lessen competition, or tend to create a monopoly. " 13 Although the Depart ment of Justice (DOJ) enforces the Clayton Act, the DOT conducts its own antitrust analysis on large airline mergers, which it shares with the DOJ. These antitrust restrictions provide another tool to implement federal policy, although in a way less directly relevant to airport sponsors.
Federal influence is also seen through programs to temper the impact of deregulated carriers' profit-driven motives on service to smaller markets. For example, programs such as Essential Air Service (EAS) and the Small Community Air Service Development Programs, have been developed to facilitate service in areas where the market might not otherwise respond to available demand. For some remote or isolated communities, subsidies through EAS or other programs may be the only mechanism of ensuring viable access to the National Air Transportation and, thus, access to essential services. These programs therefore seek to balance the desire for market-driven results with the need to ensure acceptable availability of and access to public commercial air service, as well as reasonable fares. 14 12 Codified at 15 U.S.C. § § 12-27. 13 15 U.S.C. § 18. 14 The precise meaning and extent of the phrase "reasonable fares" under these programs may be subject to different interpretations depending on context. Federal law defines basic essential services as including flights "at prices that are not excessive compared to the generally prevailing prices of other air carrier for like service between similar places. " 49 U.S.C. § 41732(b)(2). In the context of markets with very low underlying passenger demand, application of this standard could mean that fares may be acceptably reasonable even if significantly higher than corresponding fares with stronger underlying passenger demand and corresponding volume of available seats.
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ACRP LRD 37 service in 1978. 27 However, nearly all of these exited the market or merged with other carriers by the end of the 1980s. 28 Early on, federal regulators allowed for significant merger activity in the airline industry, in line with the market-oriented approach of the ADA. Mergers were (and remain) attractive to airlines because they generally increase profitability and financial viability through cost reductions and increased revenues. 29 Mergers may also result in cost reductions through the elimination of duplicative operations or redundant city-pair service, 30 and revenue increases through higher capacity, enhanced efficiencies, and greater market share. 31 However, the relatively laissez-faire approach in the 1980s gave way to more significant oversight of mergers and acquisitions in the 1990s, as the federal government took a stronger interest in regulating antitrust issues. 32 At the turn of the century, the consolidation of major air carriers and their hub-and-spoke networks began to reveal potential flaws in the anticipated benefits of deregulation. By the late 1990s, hub airports dominated by a single carrier were increasing, and, as a result, fares between these airports were not dropping as anticipated. 33 Thus, in 2000, as part of a broad package of air travel reforms under the Wendell H. Ford Aviation Investment and Reform Act for the 21st Century (AIR-21) 34 , Congress introduced new requirements for major hub airports to develop and implement competition plans based on findings that reflected large airports were increasingly dominated by one airline. 35 Congress' action reflected mounting concern with airline consolidation, maintained a heavy reliance both on market forces and on the role of airport sponsors in ensuring adequate competition within the airline industry.
The terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, and the subsequent global recession not only generated a great deal of anxiety regarding the viability of the airline industry, but dramatically altered the competitive landscape in the U.S. airline industry. Seeking enhanced cost efficiencies after emerging from bankruptcy protection, the late 2000s to early 2010s saw significant merger activity among major airlines. The DOJ allowed several mergers to proceed, including Delta's merger with Northwest Airlines in 2008 (creating the then-largest commercial airline in the world), and United's merger with Continental in 2010. However, the increasingly narrow field of major air- 27 Borenstein and Rose, supra note 23 at 87. 28 types and sizes of airports, as well as geography, airport sponsors must be strategic, purposeful, and deliberate in promoting FBO competition.
B. Airline Industry Trends
The federal approaches to regulation discussed above have shaped and are in large part responsible for the competitive envi ronment that exists today.
Before 1978, the Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB) regulated elements of commercial interstate air service including fares, routes, and entry into the airline market, on the premise that such service constituted a public utility. 19 The CAB's oversight of air service ensured a strong governmental role in setting fares and routes for the public benefit, but resulted in sluggish regulatory processes and protectionist policies that benefited entrenched air service providers, and ultimately resulted in heightened fares and limited choice. 20 While the CAB and many existing legacy carriers initially fought to maintain the status quo, federal policymakers in the mid-1970s looked increasingly to successful examples of unregulated intrastate air service, as well as contemporaneous moves to deregulate road-and railbased transportation, for solutions. 21 In 1978, responding to increasing dissatisfaction with the service and cost of air travel in the United States, Congress passed the Airline Deregulation Act (ADA), 22 which set a schedule to sunset the CAB and close federal regulatory oversight over the routes commercial airlines served and the fares they charged. 23 This watershed moment profoundly impacted the U.S. airline industry, leading to what many argue are lower average prices, better service, and more technological innovation. 24 However, deregulation has created challenges in how to ensure adequate price and route competition to sustain a deregulated model. 25 A flurry of market entry, mergers, and bankruptcies (both reorganizations and liquidations) reshaped the airline industry in the wake of deregulation. 26 Hub concentration and loss of service are of particular concern to airports, which must work to attract and maintain airline service and/or monitor competition among carriers. Although the market share attributable to one dominant airline, on average, grew at all sizes of airports, the growth was most substantial at small-hub airports, which saw an increase from 28 percent in 2007 to over 45 percent in 2012. 45 By 2015, a single airline dominated the majority of the air travel market of 40 of the 100 largest airports, and only one or two airlines controlled the majority of seats at 93 of the top 100. 46 The dominance of one or two carriers at any particular airport is potentially concerning to airport sponsors because it challenges the premise of federal airline regulation that the indicia of successful competitive markets are more airlines actually competing against one another.
The presence of only one (or even two) dominant carrier(s) at an airport raises the specter of non-competitive markets which can cause airports consternation both because of its implication for improved service at its airport and because of the sponsors' responsibility for promoting competition under the current federal regulatory regime.
Airline consolidation, together with increased fuel costs and reduced demand due to struggling local economies, has resulted in reductions in air service to small communities. 47 Many smalland medium-sized airports have lost non-stop service to certain destinations and instead are served via feeding a large carrier's hub. This trend is visible in the data that shows that small-and particularly medium-hub airports have seen a broad decrease in service since 2005. 48 Between 2005, the height of U.S. commercial air traffic to date, and 2016, the last full year of available data, scheduled departures at medium-and small-hub airports decreased over 24 percent. 49 This compares with a much more modest 5.6 percent decrease at large-hub airports over the same period. 50 Legacy carriers have been largely responsible for this difference. 51 In other small-and non-hub airport markets, maintaining adequate air service can be a significant challenge. Particularly in markets supported under the EAS Program, larger airlines 45 Id. at 31. 46 lines compelled the DOJ to formally oppose the proposed US Airways-American Airlines merger in 2012, based on concerns of reduced competition on a number of affected routes. 36 The government ultimately reached an agreement that allowed the merger to occur, in return for measures meant to address the anti-competitive consequences (including the divestiture of landing slots and gates at key constrained airports to low cost carriers). 37 Most recently, Alaska Airlines acquired Virgin America in 2016, with approval from DOJ, thus continuing the trend towards consolidation through merger. 38 Overall, the increase in mergers and bankruptcies since deregulation have resulted in fewer airlines operating a larger share of service. In the period between 1979 and 2012, Airlines for America (A4A) estimates at least 194 airline bankruptcies occurred. 39 Currently, the four largest domestic carriers-American, Southwest, Delta, and United-account for nearly 70 percent of the market share based on revenue passenger miles. 40 Comparatively fewer numbers of carriers competing for market share, the increasing occurrence of airports dominated by one carrier, and loss of service at smaller airports characterize the current state of affairs in the domestic U.S. air travel industry. Yet these trends have not reduced capacity as measured by available seat miles, which has steadily increased. 41 With respect to competition among airlines, two major trends have emerged from these economic realities: (1) increased hub concentration among legacy carriers, and (2) the development of the predominately point-to-point, low-cost and ultra-low-cost carrier models.
Legacy carriers have traditionally operated (and largely continue to operate) so-called "hub-and-spoke" service models. 42 Hub-and-spoke networks operate by connecting "spoke" locations indirectly through a central network "hub". This system provides significant cost, demand, and competitive advantages, but also tend to result in less airline competition at hub airports because of the limited ability for most airports to accommodate more than one large-scale home operation. 43 Furthermore, hub airline frequency and destination choice give the hub airline a demand advantage at its hub compared to non-hub competitors. 44 8 ACRP LRD 37 some airports have sought to accommodate a different business/ operating model by offering "per turn" fees to airlines. These fee structures are intended to be a type of "a la carte" proposition that take into consideration the carriers' need for a more limited utilization of the airport's facilities.
C. FBO Industry Trends
The term "Fixed-Base Operator" or FBO is ascribed to privately owned businesses granted the right to provide a variety of aeronautical services on airport property. 56 The most basic (and generally most lucrative) FBO service is aircraft fueling, but FBOs typically also provide other aeronautical services, including hangar use, tie-down and parking, aircraft rental, aircraft maintenance, and flight instruction. 57 In some cases, specialized aviation service operations (SASO) may provide a single or narrow set of aeronautical services, such as stand-alone flight schools. 58 FBOs provide critical services to the aviation community, particularly general aviation operators. 59 Although FBOs are the most common aeronautical service providers for the general aviation community, at some airports the public airport owner may provide FBO services. 60 The FBO industry dates back to the early days of the aviation industry, predating even the establishment of scheduled passenger service. 61 As the aviation industry began to move away from use of farms, open fields, and other non-aviation-related facilities for non-flight activities and towards purpose-built facilities-the first airports-the need for "fixed" base operators providing supporting services to pilots and aircraft arose with it. 62 Early FBOs coordinated services provided to visiting aircraft at their "home base" airport, initially in a non-commercial manner. 63 As the aviation industry in the United States grew over the course of the mid-twentieth century, so too did the number of FBOs providing aeronautical services at airports. 64 By the have ceded the market to "ultra-regional" carriers (discussed further below). While such carriers' comparatively smaller capacity planes are often a better "fit" for the market demand at such airports, communities may lose network connectivity unless such carriers have been able to negotiate interlining agreements with the larger network carriers. 52 The GAO also noted that the percentage of flights that are canceled or diverted is higher at airports in small rural communities than in large metropolitan areas. 53 In total, 24 small airports lost all service between 2007 and 2012. 54 Legacy carriers' hub concentration contrasts sharply with business strategies of Low-Cost Carriers (LCC) and, increasingly, Ultra-Low Cost Carriers (ULCC). Unlike the legacy carriers, which pursue hub-and-spoke service patterns characterized by consistent, high-frequency routes, 55 ULCC airlines, such as Allegiant Air and Spirit Airlines, eschew hubs and focus near exclusively on point-to-point service in predominantly key leisure origin and destination markets. One potential explanation for this trend is that ULCCs have filled the void in leisure non-stop service created by the consolidation of airlines and their networks.
ULCC air service targets the leisure traveler looking for value above all else, without the frequency, consistency, or perks offered by legacy network carriers. ULCCs also tend to avoid-where possible-other costly industry standards, including branded ticket counters, baggage facilities, passenger clubs, as well as dedicated gates. In addition, ULCCs are generally hesitant to make long-term commitments to a particular airport, so that they have the ability to shift service quickly as demand evolves. A similar situation exists for a new generation of on-demand charter services (e.g., OneJet, Cape Air, Surf Air, Boutique Air, etc.), whose lightly traveled, infrequent, non-stop flight schedules (and airport resource utilization) do not fit the legacy carriers' mold.
In light of the increased ease in market entry and exit, more reliance on potentially volatile market forces, and increased economic pressures from competing business models, airports and airlines have increasingly moved away from traditional airport leasing models. Traditional leases, which lasted for 20 or 30 years (often tracking the debt underlying large terminal improvements) and allocated a dedicated number of gates, have given way to much shorter agreements that grant fewer rights and often derive less revenue for the airport. As discussed below, 52 Id. at 11. 53 Id.; U.S. Gov't Accountability Office, GAO-14-454T, Status of Air Service to Small Communities and the Federal Programs Involved (Apr. 30, 2014). 54 Wittman and Swelbar, supra note 48, at 7. 55 With the exception of Southwest, the major carriers have followed this pattern for years. Southwest long avoided creating hubs and chose instead to focus its flights on "point-to-point" service. However, even Southwest has partially adopted a quasi-hub-and-spoke model utilizing airports at which they have established a major presence (such as Chicago Midway (MDW), Baltimore Washington (BWI), Dallas Love Field (DAL), Denver (DEN), Las Vegas (LAS)). Nonetheless, Southwest generally operates flights on a 7 day a week basis. have become monopolies, and the other three duopolies where Signature would control at least an 80 percent market share. In February 2016, the DOJ approved the merger under the conditions that Signature divest its newly-acquired Landmark operations at those six airports, and agree not to acquire any further FBOs at airports where it already operates in certain circumstances. 74 The net result of the transaction is that a single entity (Signature) operated at 189 locations, 133 of which were located in the United States. That number now stands at 204 total with 130 in the United States. Signature is also barred from acquiring any FBO at an airport in the United States where it already provides FBO services, unless the operation is valued at less than $20 million, or there are at least two other full service FBOs at the airport.
Despite the recent trend towards franchising and consolidation, most of the several thousand FBOs operating today remain small or sole-proprietor operations. Consolidation has also failed to significantly shift the level of actual competition between FBOs at airports, which has always been relatively low. Over the past twenty years, the number of public-use airports with only one or two FBOs has remained at around 80 percent. 75 Nevertheless, the growth of larger FBO chains has led to increasing debate among aviation stakeholders regarding the impact on competition and the resulting level of service to aeronautical service customers and the airports that serve them. For instance, larger FBOs argue that consolidation benefits airports by ensuring more economically stable FBO entities that can provide higher levels of service and more benefits to customers through scaled business models. 76 This may be attractive to airports who are seeking to improve service and want to see greater investment in airport services and amenities. 77 On the other hand, aviation user organizations such as the Aircraft Owners and Pilot Association (AOPA) argue that consolidation means that aircraft operators have less choice regarding FBOs, and that larger FBOs use their size to force operators to purchase bundled services that they do not need along with fuel at inflated rates. 78 AOPA has also disputed the FBO Westchester County Airport (HPN) and Ted Stevens Anchorage International Airport (ANC). 74 77 NATA SOTI, supra note 75. 78 AOPA, Informal Part 13 Complaint Against Asheville Regional Airport (Aug. 28, 2017); AOPA, Informal Part 13 Complaint Against Key West International Airport (Aug. 28, 2017); AOPA, Informal Part 13 Complaint Against Waukegan National Airport [hereinafter, late 1970s, estimates put the number of FBOs operating in the United States at an all-time high of around 10,000. 65 However, since then the numbers have steadily dropped, with more recent estimates putting the number of FBOs at around 3,000. 66 The causes of this change in trajectory are multifaceted, but generally reflect changing economic trends and conditions. For instance, volatile oil prices in the 1970s and increased aircraft liability for aircraft manufacturers in the 1980s contributed to less general aviation demand, which resulted in harsher economic conditions for FBOs. 67 Another contributing factor to the decline in numbers of FBOs is the trend towards consolidation and franchising. 68 External economic pressures and the attraction of outside investment capital has led to increasing professionalization of FBOs and growth of larger corporate FBO chains operating in the market. 69 The number of airports at which the largest FBO chains operate have increased dramatically. 70 Meanwhile, surveys conducted by the National Air Transportation Association reveal the trend towards consolidation, with the number of regional and national chains decreasing by around 50 percent between 1990 and 2009. 71 This trend has accelerated since the 2000s, with dozens of acquisitions by major FBO chains, including Signature Flight Support and Atlantic Aviation. 72 The most recent significant consolidation within the FBO industry occurred in September 2015, when BBA Aviation/ Signature Flight Support announced its $2.1 billion acquisition of Landmark Aviation, the biggest business deal in FBO history. Federal regulators took note of the deal's potential local anti-competitive impacts and alleged that general aviation customers at six airports would likely see increased prices and decreased quality of service. 73 Of those six airports, three would 10 ACRP LRD 37
D. Airport Sponsors' Role and Interest in Promoting Competition
As the discussion above suggests, airport sponsors play a critical role in promoting and regulating competition under current federal policy regarding airlines and FBOs. In place of a centralized regulatory regime, individual airports play a key role in implementing and enforcing federal policy by negotiating and establishing the legal and operational relationship between the airlines and FBOs who conduct their business at airports and the airport proprietors who control the required space. While the emphasis that federal regulation of airlines and FBOs puts on market economies is clear, how well these markets function in practice is highly dependent on airport sponsors enforcing federal policy through the levers provided under federal and contractual law.
In the context of the airline industry, airport sponsors have been placed in the role of directly engaging with airlines in order to ensure effective service through competitive markets, largely through contractual agreement. Airport sponsors are tasked with the challenge of helping to ensure that the theory of open competition among airlines is actually realized in practice. Their actions in monitoring the ability of new potential competitors to operate at an airport serves to provide a market within which to counter potentially monopolistic or anticompetitive activity on the part of existing carriers.
Airport sponsors are not only required to fulfill the marketbased policies of the federal government; they also have an interest in promoting competition for the benefit of the flying public and communities they represent. Airport sponsors and local governments may adopt a competitive market approach in order to improve responsiveness of airlines to passenger needs and to act as a driver of local economic activity. A wide selection of routes or marquee destinations can serve as a feather in the cap of local governmental entities, while the presence of multiple airlines can provide more dynamic service.
Owners/operators of different sized airports also need to understand how competition works in the context of existing market trends. The largest and busiest airports these days are often dominated by a single airline with a vested interested in maintaining its dominance. In these cases airports need to think carefully about how to allow for the possibility of new entrants while respecting the often significant investment and benefits that hub status can bring. Mid-sized airports may be able to leverage ULCC interest in order to provide more non-stop service and counterbalance overreliance on service through larger hubs. For the smallest and least busy airports, airport sponsors need to think strategically about leveraging some of the tools that the federal government provides in order to promote service to these areas. 83 industry's argument that aircraft operators enjoy effective competition in fuel prices because they may choose between utilizing airports within close proximity with each other, a position that DOJ has also appeared to endorse. 79 AOPA has made FBO competition a centerpiece of its membership strategy, and has recently engaged in an aggressive campaign to force airports to address what it views as a lack of FBO competition. 80 Airport owners are increasingly finding themselves in the middle of this debate, balancing the concerns regarding competition from FBO users with the tight economic circumstances within which FBOs often operate. As discussed below, AOPA has recently escalated issues of FBO competition at several airports, urging the FAA to force more FBO competition and filing informal complaints against several airports. In response, FAA initially issued a "Q&As" regarding "FBO Industry Consolidation and Pricing Practices. " 81 The FBO Q&As reaffirmed FAA's approach with respect to directly regulating relations between FBOs and airports (i.e., each airport presents unique facts and circumstances and solutions are best developed at a local level), but reminded airports of their federal obligations, particularly under the Grant Assurances, and provided a brief description of salient points that are relevant for dealing with competition and reasonable rates among FBO services. More recently, the FAA largely dismissed AOPA's informal complaints of unreasonable pricing as unsupported. 82 In any event, AOPA's recent activities reflect a new sensitivity to FBO competition and indicate that airport owners need to consider how they ensure adequate FBO services. The increased pressure from aircraft users and calls for additional regulatory oversight are trends that sponsors need to understand.
AOPA Complaints]. See also, AOPA Communications staff, AOPA Files Official Complaints Over FBO Fees Seeking Reasonable Access to Public Airports and Transparency of Pricing, AOPA (Aug. 28, 2017) https://www.aopa.org/news-and-media/all-news/2017/august/28/ aopa-files-official-complaints-over-fbo-fees. 79 In its 2016 complaint against the Signature-Landmark deal, DOJ wrote that "obtaining FBO services at another airport is not a meaningful alternative for most general aviation customers. introducing another could be a recipe for a failure of all FBOs. For those airports that are somewhere in the middle, the individual facts and circumstances will dictate how best to address competition and services issues.
Clearly, airport sponsors play an important role in the regulation and promotion of competition within both the airline and FBO industries. Just as clearly, the unique circumstances of each sponsor's airport will inform how the various mechanisms guiding competitive markets at airports play out.
IV. RELEVANT LEGAL AUTHORITIES
If airport operators are to act responsibly in their role as conduits for federal aviation policy, and if they are to utilize market economics in order to best leverage available resources, then they need to understand the regulatory environment in which they can and must act. A better understanding of the various legal mechanisms put in place to facilitate and regulate competition is critical both to avoiding legal pitfalls and thwarting anti-competitiveness, inefficiency, and monopolistic behavior. A sound understanding of the regulatory environment is equally important to leveraging these tools for the benefit of their airports and the greater community at large. Below is a broad summary of the applicable law. Of note is the fact that much of the legal authority is statutory, regulatory, or guidance materials issued by federal agencies and there is a relatively small set of case law on relevant topics that interprets all of these materials. Of course, each airport's individual facts, circumstances and interests necessarily requires individualized analysis. Thus, application of the framework of relevant data points is somewhat of an art and the following discussion should be read with this in mind.
A. Statutory Framework
Federal aviation policy is expressly tied to the promotion of competitive markets. The provisions of the United States Code that set out federal policy concerning commercial aviation provides that the Secretary of Transportation must consider it to be in the public interest to place "maximum reliance on competitive market forces and on actual and potential competition . . . to provide the needed air transportation system" 87 as well as to "provide efficiency, innovation, and low prices. " 88 Federal policy also privileges "entry into air transportation markets by new and existing air carriers" 89 as well as "promoting, encouraging, and developing civil aeronautics and a viable, privately-owned United States air transport industry. " 90 The vehicles for this policy framework are primarily executed through agreements for federal airport funding, as well as conditions for permitting exemptions from anti-head tax provisions (i.e., the permission to collect passenger facility charges). These measures ensure that airport sponsors are enlisted as With respect to the FBO industry, the federal government and airport sponsors share the same overriding concern regarding the adequacy and viability of FBO services. Most airports view the FBO as the "front door" not just to the airport, but to the community as a whole. Thus, the physical appearance, services available, and higher-end amenities are of concern to the sponsor. Furthermore, airport sponsors want competitive, market-priced fuel available for aircraft operators. This is particularly so with respect to FBO services provided to the general aviation community.
With this said, what "top-rate service" and "competitive, market-based fuel" means for a airport varies depending upon the airport. This is because the economic reality for operators varies just as much, with each airport attracting different levels of traffic and revenue. Larger airports often provide better service, at higher cost, while smaller airport FBOs can be more affordable. But many purely general aviation airports have their own challenges with lower traffic and fewer tenants. Marginal increases in fuel price are an attractive way to close such gaps between costs and revenue. Meanwhile, "top-rate service" may include "free" amenities ranging from a cup of coffee to a sleep room or crew car-oftentimes included with an FBO's handling or facilities fee, which may be waived with a fuel purchase. Some operators complain that mandatory fees and inflated fuel prices are subsidizing these perks that only a small percentage of customers use. But others equally protest when these "freebies" are phased out while full-and self-service options attempt to better reflect costs for individual customers. 84 Industry leaders advise operators to compete on service instead of price, arguing that discounting fuel to attract business is a losing proposition for everyone. 85 Likewise, a recent survey of the FBO industry found that "excellent customer services" ranked at the top of almost every respondent's list of success factors. 86 "Fuel services" (including competitive pricing) was high on many lists, but still ranked behind service and "accessibility of the FBO. " Of course, such priorities can conflict as competitive fuel prices and "top-rate service" may place inverse pressure on the other.
What is the take-away from all of this for the airport sponsor concerned about competition at its airport? With respect to the larger airports and airports with a substantial amount of high-yield, high-volume traffic, economics alone will both attract and support multiple FBOs and, if properly monitored and addressed by the sponsor, result in meaningful competition. At smaller airports with limited turbine operations and lesssubstantial small general aviation activity relying on aviation gasoline sales, supporting just one FBO will be a challenge and
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The FAA has promulgated a standard document containing all Grant Assurances, 101 which obligate the grantee to comply with various federal requirements and policies as a condition of grant approval. The most up to date complete list of all 39 Grant Assurances for airport sponsors may be found on the FAA's website (https://www.faa.gov/airports/aip/grant_assurances/).
The FAA has also published several guidance documents covering compliance with Grant Assurance requirements. These include:
• Order 5100.38D, Airport Improvement Program Handbook (Sept. 30, 2014).
• Order 5190.6B, FAA Airport Compliance Manual (Sept. 30, 2009) ("Airport Compliance Manual").
• Policy and Procedures Concerning the Use of Airport Revenue, 64 Fed. Reg. 7607 (Feb. 16, 1999) ("FAA Airport Revenue Policy") (also available as Appendix E to the Airport Compliance Manual).
• AC 150/5190-6 -Exclusive Rights at Federally Obligated Airports (Jan. 4, 2007).
• AC 150/5190-7 -Minimum Standards for Commercial Aeronautical Activities (Aug. 28, 2006).
• Office of Airports, Airport Compliance and Field Operations, Air Carrier Incentive Program Guidebook, TC10-0034, FAA (Sept. 2010) ("FAA Incentive Program Guidebook"). A number of Grant Assurances, described below, touch upon matters related to competition at airports. They equip airport sponsors with tools to monitor and address airline and FBO markets while also restricting the scope of permissible airport sponsor activity, both in the name of promoting competition and leveraging federal support for the benefit of the flying public.
Grant Assurance 22, Economic Nondiscrimination
Grant Assurance 22, concerning economic nondiscrimination, is arguably the most pervasive of the Grant Assurances in managing competition. This Grant Assurance consists of nine subsections aimed at requiring the airport sponsor to prevent "unjust discrimination" among airport users and ensure "reasonable conditions" for public airport use. Grant Assurance 22(a) expresses this purpose most plainly, requiring that all federally obligated airports "be available for public use on reasonable conditions and without unjust discrimination. " 102 As this language suggests, the prohibition on unjust discrimination and the requirement that space and services be provided on a reasonable basis are expansive, extending to all aeronautical activities taking place on a federally-obligated airport. 103 policy enforcers. In addition, the federal government, through the DOJ with input from DOT, also utilizes its antitrust powers under the Clayton Act.
B. AIP Grant Assurances
The most significant source of regulation with respect to managing competition at airports -and, indeed, most aspects of airport development and operations -are the statutorily required contractual obligations with the federal government, known as "Grant Assurances, " to which participating airport must agree in order to receive funding through the AIP. 91 The AIP was originally established under the Airport and Airway Improvement Act of 1982 (AAIA) and has been subsequently amended and codified in the U.S. Code. 92 Airport owners and operators who apply for and receive AIP funding are known as "airport sponsors. " 93 Public airport sponsors are eligible for AIP grants for airport planning, airport development, noise compatibility planning, and noise mitigation. 94 While most Grant Assurances apply for 20 years after receipt of funds, others are valid in perpetuity. 95 Furthermore, because many, if not the vast majority, of public airports generally receive AIP funding on an annual or nearly annual basis, the duration of the Grant Assurances is for all practical purposes permanent at most airports. 96 Under 49 U.S.C. § 47122, the FAA is statutorily mandated to ensure that airport sponsors comply with the Grant Assurances. 97 Due to the contractual nature of the Grant Assurances, the FAA prefers to enforce them by encouraging voluntary airport sponsor compliance, and will normally seek non-regulatory means of resolving instances of non-compliance. 98 Otherwise, the FAA will pursue an administrative process to assess whether any Grant Assurances have been violated, and order corrective actions if necessary. 99 The core enforcement tool of the FAA would be the threat of withholding of additional AIP funding. 100 91 stances. 110 Reasonable bases for disparate treatment include the "period of lease, business plan proposed, location of facilities, level of service and amenities, scope of the services, investment, market conditions, and reasonable actions by the sponsor to promote and protect its ability to continue to serve the interests of the public in civil aviation, including the enlistment of prudent business practices that may change over time. " 111 In order to show unjust economic discrimination, a party "must show that another party similarly situated to the [complaining party] received preferential treatment denied to the [complaining party] in similar circumstances. " 112 However, differences between agreements entered into at different times with the sponsor may not necessarily indicate unjust discrimination, since changing circumstances at an airport may necessitate a different approach. 113 In practice, however, determinations of reasonableness and unjust discrimination are highly fact-driven and legally nuanced. Distinguishing between meaningful and incidental differences between similar types of tenants, for instance, where differences exist in timing, available land, scope of services, etc. can be exceedingly difficult. The difficulty is exacerbated by the unique character of airports.
Grant Assurance 23, Exclusive Rights
Grant Assurance 23 requires that AIP-funded airports not give any person providing or intending to provide aeronautical services to the public an exclusive right to do so at the airport. 114 The prohibition against exclusive rights is the oldest federal obligation affecting federally funded airports, dating back to the Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938. 115 After World War II, the federal government implemented similar restrictions as applied to surplus military property provided for airport development under the Surplus Property Act. 116 It does not matter how the exclusive right has been granted-e.g., through express agreement, unreasonable minimum standards, action of a former sponsor, or otherwise-only that one has been granted. 117 FAA guidance explains that Grant Assurance 23 is intended to avoid granting a special privilege or monopoly to any one aeronautical service provider in order to protect fair competition for these services. 118 This is based on the position that "the existence of an exclusive right to conduct Other provisions of Grant Assurance 22 expand and specify the obligation to provide airport access on reasonable conditions without unjust discrimination. Grant Assurance 22(b) requires any aeronautical business operating on the airport to agree to furnish services on a reasonable and no unjustly discriminatory basis. 104 Grant Assurance 22(c) applies specifically to FBOs, providing that "[e]ach fixed-base operator at the airport shall be subject to the same rates, fees, rentals, and other charges as are uniformly applicable to all other fixed-base operators making the same or similar uses of such airport and utilizing the same or similar facilities. " 105 Similarly, Grant Assurance 22(e) provides that each carrier "shall be subject to such nondiscriminatory and substantially comparable rules, regulations, conditions, rates, fees, rentals, and other charges with respect to [transportation-related] facilities. " 106 Grant Assurance 22(i) makes clear that an airport sponsor may prohibit any type or class of aeronautical use at an airport if safety requires it. 107 Unjust discrimination may occur against an individual or the provider of a type or class of service. 108 Together, these provisions provide the groundwork for estab lishing a level playing field for businesses operating at airports to compete effectively with one another. The obligation to make the airport available on "reasonable" terms and conditions is critical to ensuring that the opportunity to compete for business on the airport is not restricted for anticompetitive purposes and that there is reasonable ease of market entry and exit. Likewise, the prohibition on unjust discrimination regulates the arms-length nature of economic interactions by requiring airport sponsors to charge "comparable rates to similarly situated aeronautical users. " 109 Grant Assurance 22's requirements touch upon many aspects of economic competition at airports, from terms of access, to provision of available land and facilities, to the rates and charges that airport sponsors charge tenants. For instance, an airport sponsor's determination regarding the rental fees for airport property for FBO purposes, or consideration as to whether another tenant can be accommodated, requires consideration of whether reasonable access is being provided, and whether different users (e.g., incumbent and new entrant businesses) are being unjustly discriminated against. Grant Assurance 22 provides the backdrop for the airport sponsor's negotiation of economic rights at the airport.
In theory, the language of Grant Assurance 22 provides plain boundaries for assessing airport sponsor discriminatory activity. Airport sponsors may discriminate between two types of users if there is justification for doing so. For instance, an airport sponsor may establish different categories of users and treat those users differently based on their differing circum-
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One way in which an airport can demonstrate that all qualified parties have had an opportunity to compete for service at an airport suitable for only one FBO is to engage in a competitive bidding process. 125 Under a competitive bidding process an airport need not accept all qualified bidders without limitation. However, an airport sponsor cannot select only one FBO to provide services at an airport purely as a matter of convenience and without respect to the circumstances present at the airport. 126 Indeed, the FAA will permit an airport sponsor to refuse to permit a single FBO to expand at an airport, or exclude an incumbent FBO from participating under a competitive bidding process, in order to increase the chances that another competing FBO will establish itself on the airport. 127 Another exception to the rule against granting exclusive rights is known as the proprietary exclusive right. This refers to the right of the owner of a public use airport to provide any or all aeronautical services itself. 128 The critical difference here is that the airport sponsor, using its own employees and resources, not any third party, is providing the service. 129 FAA guidance suggests that an airport sponsor may wish to assert its proprietary right in circumstances where either there is insufficient economic incentive to attract a private FBO, or where demand is so high that the airport desires to control the market for the purposes of making the airport more financially self-sustaining. 130 However, whether or not an airport sponsor asserts its proprietary exclusive right, an airport user is still entitled to "self-serve, " i.e., arrange for its own fueling needs using its own employees. 131
Grant Assurance 24, Fee and Rental Structure
Grant Assurance 24 requires federally obligated airports to "maintain a fee and rental structure for the facilities and services at the airport which will make the airport as self-sustaining as possible under the circumstances existing at the particular airport, taking into account such factors as the volume of traffic and economy of collection. " 132 In evaluating whether a contract or lease between an airport sponsor and airport business does not violate Grant Assurance 24, the FAA will assess "whether the fee or rate charged generates sufficient income for the airport property or service provided, rather than looking at the financial status of the entire airport. " 133 Economic conditions at a particular airport may not allow an airport sponsor to charge a self-sustaining fee, in which case the airport sponsor may 125 any aeronautical activity at an airport limits the usefulness of the airport and deprives the public of the benefit of competitive enterprise. " 119 The prohibition against exclusive rights may arise where an airport does not have existing capacity to accommodate another air carrier based on unavailability of facilities. The FAA's position is that an airport sponsor "may not deny an air carrier access solely based on the non-availability of existing facilities" and "must make some arrangements for accommodations if reasonably possible. " 120 One of the most common areas of dispute and uncertainty regarding exclusive rights is at smaller airports where the size of the market may only support one aeronautical business providing a particular type of service. Federal statute articulates a particular standard where there is only one FBO operating at an airport. In this context, a right given to an FBO at an airport is not exclusive if "(A) the right would be unreasonably costly, burdensome, or impractical for more than one fixed-base opera tor to provide the services; and (B) allowing more than one fixedbase operator to provide the services would require reducing the space leased under an existing agreement between the one fixed-base operator and the airport owner or operator. " 121 The existence of only one aeronautical business providing most or all of a particular service at an airport does not by itself indicate that an exclusive right has been granted; rather, an exclusive rights violation occurs only if the airport sponsor denies other businesses the opportunity to compete for service. 122 Accordingly, a single FBO may end up expanding to use up all of available space at an airport if the airport sponsor can demonstrate that it has not excluded other competitors from using or competing for that space. 123 However, an airport sponsor cannot allow a single FBO to lease airport property without putting that property into productive use within a reasonable period of time-i.e., "landbanking. " 124 It is noteworthy that pursuant to Grant Assurance 23, a sponsor may not, solely on the basis of the likelihood that the market will only support one FBO, deny an incumbent FBO to enter the market because that denial of access itself would be creating an "exclusive use" situation. If land is available and the incumbent FBO would meet the minimum standards, despite the potentially adverse impact upon the financial health of both FBOs, then the sponsor would have to allow that second FBO to enter the market. This poses an issue for the airport because both FBOs could potentially suffer economically in such situations and, in the worst-case scenario, both could fail. However, this demonstrates the position of the sponsor in the competition scheme-a provider of access and opportunity to compete for the provision of aeronautical services.
One key issue arising under Grant Assurance 25 is distinguishing between use of revenue for the benefit of the airport versus the benefit of a particular airport user or business. For instance, airport sponsors may not use funds to directly subsidize services, including air carrier operations. 142 However, under Grant Assurance 25, permissible airport-related costs for which airport revenue may be used includes costs related to the public promotion of an airport's facilities and services. This may include costs associated with advertising new air service at an airport, so long as the name of the airport is prominently featured in the material. 143 The FAA Revenue Use Policy, 144 FAA Incentive Program Guidebook, 145 and FAA/OST Task Force Study 146 provide additional guidance on use of airport revenue.
The requirements regarding airport revenue ensure that rents collected by the airport sponsor are reinvested in the airport. This is for the benefit of commercial entities operating at the airport and, ultimately, the flying public. In order to attract sufficient private interest and investment in operating a business on the airport, airport sponsors must ensure fiscal responsibility. On the other hand, using airport revenue to subsidize one particular private user or company would skew the competitiveness of the market and dis-incentivize other potential market entrants from competing. Grant Assurance 25 denies airport sponsors the ability to use airport revenue in this manner, but does allow for limited expenses that promote the airport and also promote a particular service or offering. This exception prevents abuse of airport revenue for the benefit of one particular entity or service, or of activities unrelated to the airport.
Grant Assurance 39, Competitive Access
Grant Assurance 39 requires medium-and large-hub airports that deny a request by an air carrier for access to gates or other facilities to file a report with the FAA. 147 Such competitive access reports must include a description of the request, an explanation as to why the request could not be accommodated, and a time frame in which the airport sponsor expects that the request will be accommodated. 148 In the event a request and denial triggers the competitive access reporting requirement, a report is due on the following February 1 or August 1, whichever comes first. 149 Thereafter, the airport must file a competitive access report every six months until the request is accommodated.
Grant Assurance 39 provides the FAA with a means of monitoring compliance with the requirements that airport sponsors must make airports available to carriers. Grant Assurance 39 itself does not require accommodation of an airline; that re-142 FAA Order 5190.6B, supra note 56 at 15-4 to 15-5; FAA Airport Revenue Use Policy, Section V.A.3., 64 charge a lower rate or fee so long as it seeks to make the airport self-sustaining in the long run. 134 The FAA Rates and Charges Policy sets out the FAA's policy and procedures regarding challenges to airports' rates and charges on aeronautical users. 135 Additional guidance on fee and rental structure is available in the FAA Revenue Use Policy, the FAA Incentive Program Guidebook, 136 and the FAA/OST Task Force Study. 137 Under Grant Assurance 24 and the FAA's policy guidance, airport sponsors are not required to charge aeronautical users fair market value rates, and in fact an airport sponsor may be prohibited from doing so due to its obligations under federal law and Grant Assurance 22 to make airports available on reasonable and not unjustly discriminatory terms. 138 Instead, the FAA considers a self-sustaining fee to be one that "reflects the cost to the airport sponsor of providing aeronautical services and facilities to users. " 139 The FAA has stated that fees based on a residual rate-setting methodology satisfies self-sustaining requirements. 140 However, beyond this, few limits have been estab lished, leaving much up to the airport sponsor to craft.
To understand Grant Assurance 24's impact on competition at airports, it is important to read its provisions along with Grant Assurance 22's requirements regarding reasonable access without unjust discrimination. Whereas Grant Assurance 22 prevents unequal treatment and serves as a check against seeking excessive rates and charges from tenants and other users, Grant Assurance 24 ensures that the airport sponsor seek a responsibly sufficient amount of compensation for use of the airport to maintain the airport's sustainability. Together, Grant Assurance 22 and Grant Assurance 24 provide mechanisms for ensuring that the economic relationships established at airports in order to serve the public resemble an open market with armslength transactions, to the extent possible without undermining the need to serve the public.
Grant Assurance 25, Airport Revenues
Grant Assurance 25 requires airport sponsors to use revenue generated from airport operations and local taxes on aviation fuel solely for airport-related costs. Specifically, federal law allows for airport revenues to be spent on: "the capital or operating costs of the airport; the local airport system; or other local facilities which are owned or operated by the owner or operator of the airport and which are directly and substantially related to the actual air transportation of passengers or property; or for noise mitigation purposes on or off the airport. " 141 134 a tenant that itself provides aeronautical activities is an action may be particularly prone to anticompetitive abuse. 158
C. Surplus Property Conveyances
The receipt of federal property for airport use is another way in which the federal government can assert regulatory oversight over an airport. Under the Surplus Property Act of 1944, 159 surplus government property may be transferred to a state or local public entity for use as a public airport, subject to a number of statutory conditions and restrictions. 160 These statutory conditions and restrictions are contained in the instrument of conveyance to the state or local authority, and generally run with the land. 161 Subject surplus property must be available for aviation use, or for use to produce airport income, and cannot be leased or rented at a discount or for nominal consideration to subsidize non-airport objectives. 162 Surplus property also cannot be used, leased, sold, salvaged, or disposed of for non-airport purposes without FAA approval. 163 Surplus property recipients also may not grant any exclusive right in the property to conduct aeronautical activities or aeronautical-related businesses. 164 The federal government may also convey non-surplus property to state and local entities for airport purposes, 165 and the instruments conveying these properties also subject the conveyee to federal obligations, including the prohibition on exclusive rights. 166 The form of restrictions in prior approved conveyances of federal property for airport use are not uniform and vary based on the context of property conveyance, as well as the period of conveyance (due to changing federal law and administrative oversight). 167 However, the core requirements regarding competition, including most notably non-exclusive use, are consistent across time. 168 The FAA provides additional guidance regarding the rights and responsibilities of airport sponsors under the Surplus Property Act, 169 and on non-surplus property conveyances for airport purposes. 170 158 Id. at 6-10. 159 Codified as amended at 49 U.S.C. § § 47151-47153. 160 49 U.S.C. § 47151(a). 161 FAA Order 5190.6B, supra note 56 at 3-3, 3-7. 162 Id. at 2-16. 163 Id. at 2-16. 164 quirement falls within the purview of Grant Assurance 22. 150 The requirement to submit a competitive access report can also help monitor compliance with Grant Assurance 23's prohibition against granting exclusive rights. The competitive access reporting requirements also serve to induce airport sponsors to expressly acknowledge and consider competitive conditions in responding to requests for access.
The competition-oriented objectives intended through Grant Assurance 39 are reflected in its intended implementation. Grant Assurance 39 does not, for instance, categorically require an airport sponsor to report a case where it refuses to accept a carrier's terms for leasing or accessing space. 151 So long as an airport sponsor is willing to negotiate for access within the parameters set by the other Grant Assurances, it will not trigger the competitive access reporting requirements. Likewise, an airport sponsor is not required to report where it cannot provide a carrier's request for precise flight schedules or other arrangements, or where it terminates a hangar lease while still providing access to the terminal. 152 However, where an airport sponsor cannot provide access to gates on a schedule that is reasonably close to an air carrier's request, then it will likely require reporting. 153 As an example, an airport sponsor's ability to accommodate only four flights a day, where a carrier has requested five, may trigger the reporting requirement. 154 Ever since enactment in 2003, the federal statutory provision providing for Grant Assurance 39 has included a sunset clause, which has continually been extended over the years. 155
Grant Assurance 5, Rights and Powers
Grant Assurance 5 requires an airport sponsor to retain "rights and powers necessary to perform any or all of the terms, conditions, and assurances" contained in the federal grant agreement. 156 This requirement restricts airport sponsors from giving up rights that would, or could, unreasonably hamper the sponsor from providing aeronautical services to the public generally and further prohibits airport sponsors from granting tenants property interests that restrict an airport sponsor's ability to enforce federal laws on the airport. 157 As it relates to managing competition, Grant Assurance 5 is often implicated when a sponsor contracts out the overall opera tion of the airport or significant portions thereof. In these circumstances, it is critical that airport sponsors retain sufficient rights to ensure that the airport or facilities are made available to the public on reasonable terms and without unjust discrimination. Delegating operating, maintenance or similar rights to 150 ACRP Project 03-38, supra note 93 at 50-51. 151 Id. at 51. 152 regulations and PFC Assurances also state that the rates and charges paid by carriers using a facility that are paid for (even partially) with PFCs cannot be less than the fees paid by carriers using similar facilities that were not paid for with PFCs. All of these factors should be kept in mind when structuring a rate-setting methodology to be paid by carriers for use of airport facilities. FAA's PFC regulations also prohibit any agreement between an air carrier and an airport sponsor to "impair the authority of such public agency to impose a PFC or use the PFC revenue" as provided under the regulations. 180 This provision directly addresses the common practice at medium-and large-hub airports of including majority-in-interest (MII) clauses in lease and use agreements between signatory airlines and public airport owners. Traditional MII provisions require signatory airline approval of proposed capital projects financed through rates and charges assessed against those airlines. 181 In the past, MII clauses have been identified as a potential source of anticompetitive behavior at airports, where incumbent carriers have delayed or prevented construction of new facilities in order to accommodate new entrants. 182 FAA's PFC regulations enable airports to use PFC unencumbered by MII clause requirements.
E. Competition Plans and Competitive Access Reports
In 2000, AIR-21 introduced new requirements that certain large-and medium-hub airport operators whose airports are dominated by one or two carriers develop and submit competition plans. 183 The purpose of a competition plan is to compel airport operators to consider and demonstrate how they will provide for new entrant access and expansion of incumbent carriers. 184 In order to ensure compliance, AIR-21 conditioned FAA authorization of imposition of PFCs, and award of AIP funding, on submission of a competition plan by covered airports. 185 Competition plans must "include information on the availability of airport gates and related facilities, leasing and subleasing arrangements, gate-use requirements, gate-assignment policy, financial constraints, airport controls over air-and ground-side capacity, and whether the airport intends to build or acquire gates that would be used as common facilities. " 186 Generally speaking, the core aspects of a competition plan will point to specific aspects of the airline use and lease agreement 180 
D. Passenger Facility Charges
Passenger Facility Charges are charges imposed on enplaning passengers at commercial airports. 171 Section 40117 of Title 49 of the United States Code grants the FAA authority to approve requests by airport sponsors to impose, collect, and use PFCs for projects that enhance safety, security, or capacity; reduce noise; or increase air carrier competition. 172 The PFC statute is an exception to the federal Anti-Head Tax Act, 173 which otherwise prohibits states and local political subdivisions, including airport authorities or city airport departments, from imposing any tax or fee on a person conducting inter state travel by air. The PFC statute and associated regulations allow the local imposition of a charge up to $4.50 per enplaned passenger at an airport. 174 PFC-approved projects serving to enhance competition often involve terminal development to provide more accessible space. Eligible costs include those concerning new construction, rehabilitation, or demolition of terminal facilities that directly affect the accommodation of air carrier at an airport. 175 Pursuant to FAA's PFC regulations, any airport sponsor proposal for use of PFCs to fund terminal development project affecting gates, ticket counters, baggage carousels, or other air carrier operations must include consideration of the impact to competition in the application. 176 In keeping with the purpose of promoting competition at airports, the FAA's approval of PFC authority is conditioned on certain limitations and requirements. These limitations are included in a list of assurances to which airport sponsors must agree in order to obtain PFC authorization (PFC Assurances). 177 For example, no project funded with PFC funding may be subject to an exclusive long-term lease or use agreement with an air carrier. 178 In any lease or use agreement for PFC-funded facilities, the airport sponsor must also agree to include provisions allowing the sponsor to terminate the lease or use agreement if the carrier has an exclusive lease or use agreement for existing facilities at the airport, and any portion of its existing exclusive use facilities is not fully utilized and not made available to potential competitors. 179 In addition, the PFC Assurances contain some financial restrictions regarding how to account for PFC revenue (e.g., not treating PFC revenue as "airport revenue" for purposes of establishing a rate, fee, or charge and prohibiting the airport from including the portion of capital costs of a project paid for with PFCs within a rate-setting methodology). Furthermore, those
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To the same extent that the federal deregulation enabled more open markets to help guide development and expand service, preemption of state regulation serves the same purpose. The broad preemption of commercial air service prevents local interests and agendas from overtly distorting the playing field set by federal law.
G. Private Contracts
In addition to statutory and regulatory requirements, private contracts also serve as an important legal mechanism for facilitating competition at airports. Indeed, the focus placed on setting the context for and guiding the terms and conditions of private agreements between airport operators and their tenants and users makes clear how foundational private contracting is in terms of the federal policy of promoting economic competition. In both the airline and FBO contexts, certain contractual provisions have an outsized impact on competition at airports.
Over the course of the modern aviation industry, complex contractual arrangements have developed between airport opera tors and tenant airlines. Historically, these agreements were often negotiated as part of the original financing for existing airport facilities. 195 One basic term of these agreements that impacted competition was the length-the duration of these agreements were normally termed for the useful life of the facilities. Such agreement durations made it more difficult for airport operators to adjust terms as needed in order to respond to new opportunities. 196 The more recent trend towards shorter agreements has allowed for greater flexibility in adjusting terms. 197 Similarly, in the FBO context, agreements were often linked to construction of general aviation facilities (such as terminals, hangars, ramps, etc.) where the non-airport party committed substantial capital for such constructions. Both because of the need to finance such investments and because of the need to realize a positive rate of return on such investments, the terms of those agreements were lengthy; usually in the 30 to 40-year range. These long terms in and of themselves create competition-related concerns. Increasingly airports are reexamining the propriety of having such long-term agreements with FBOs and looking at other ways to finance needed capital projects with a goal of gaining more control over the competitive context within which FBOs operate.
Traditionally, many airport use and lease agreements also contained majority-in-interest clauses. As discussed above, MII provisions require signatory airline approval of proposed capital projects financed through rates and charges assessed against those airlines. 198 In the past, MII clauses have been identified as a potential source of anti-competitive behavior at airports, where incumbent carriers have delayed or prevented construc- or airport policies. For example, the use and lease agreement may only allow preferential use of gates (as opposed to exclusive rights) and have certain minimum utilization levels that, if an airline drops below, the gate reverts to the airport. Detailed content requirements are listed in the FAA's Airport Improvement Program Handbook. 187 In the years since the implementation of AIR-21 and competition plans, the DOT Office of the Secretary (OST) and FAA have sought to streamline the competition plan review process. 188 Among these reforms, FAA has amended its initial policy of periodic update reviews to be triggered only if the airport sponsor (a) submits a competitive access report stating that it had denied access to an air carrier for gate or facilities within the last six months, or (b) executes a new master lease and use agreement, or significantly amends a lease and use agreement. 189 The FAA has also significantly reduced the review period needed for reviewing submitted competition plans. 190 The consequence of an airport operator failing to submit a competition plan as required is the potential withholding of authoriza tion to impose PFCs and withholding of AIP funding. Of course, a covered airport utilizing neither of these sources of funding would not be required to submit a plan. Given the widespread usage of these sources of funding, however, particularly with respect to AIP funding, the incentive to report is high.
F. Airline Deregulation Act
In addition to deregulating the airline industry on a federal level, the ADA also preempts state or local regulation of price, route, or service of air carriers. 191 Congress's primary purpose in doing so was to promote competition within the airline industry. 192 As federal courts have noted, "[i]n reducing federal economic regulation of the field . . . Congress obviously did not intend to leave a vacuum to be filled by the Balkanizing forces of state and local regulation. " 193 Accordingly, where a state or local law has the effect of regulating an airline's prices, routes, or service, it will be preempted unless the law comes within the narrow exception under Section 41713 for exercise of proprietary powers. Although state and local airport sponsors are not preempted from carrying out their proprietary powers and rights as airport owners, these proprietary powers must be carried out in a reasonable, nonarbitrary, and non-discriminatory manner. 194 187 FAA Order 5100.38D, App. X. 188 a markedly different era with respect to airline competition. It is only in the past several years-as airlines have emerged from the crisis sparked by 9/11 and the global recession, and the competitive challenges created by increasing airline consolidation and hub concentration have gelled-that sponsors have begun assuming more proactive roles in remedying competitive deficiencies at their airports (beyond, as has traditionally been the solution, building expanded facilities). As a result, the extent to which many of the legal authorities discussed above will impact sponsors' efforts to enhance airline competition are untested. Indeed, there are few, if any, final determinations of the DOT or FAA to analyze, and those that do exist involve unique factual scenarios.
The following section is intended as a guide to the legal considerations likely to arise when sponsors undertake to influence airline competition through developing (1) alternative rates and charges methodologies; (2) air carrier incentive programs; and (3) common-or preferential-use gate or other facility protocols that accommodate new entrants.
A. Alternative Rates and Charges Methodologies
Airport sponsors' terminal agreements (or "use and lease agreements") with airlines are one of the broadest and most robust tools to foster competition (or at least ensure that it is not unnecessarily impeded). Use and lease agreements set out the terms and conditions of an airline's use of and payment for airfield and terminal facilities, and often include terms regarding the financing of future (or recently completed) airport facilities. 206 Because they are the primary mechanism for assigning and managing terminal facilities, use and lease agreements' structure is critical to ensuring adequate facilities and access for competition among airlines.
At the core of most use and lease agreements is the rates and charges methodology developed by the airport sponsor, i.e., the basis for how airlines will be charged for the space that they use. A comprehensive discussion of rates and charges methodologies is well beyond the scope of this report. 207 However, in general, methodologies are categorized as compensatory, residual, or hybrid. 208 Compensatory methodologies refer to agreements under which the airport operator charges airline tenants fees and rental charges sufficient to cover costs of providing airport facilities for each user's respective benefit, including operation and maintenance (O&M) expenses, associated debt service, and amortized capital expenses. 209 The risk that revenues from other sources will not cover all airport expenses remains with the airport sponsor. In contrast, under a residual agreement, signatory airlines agree to backstop the capital and operating costs of the airport to the extent they are not recovered from other tion of new facilities in order to accommodate new entrants. 199 This is the reason why FAA's PFC regulations enable airports to use PFCs unencumbered by MII clause requirements.
Since deregulation, the increasing ease of market entry and exit has caused pressure on airports to move from providing gates on an exclusive-use basis to preferential or common-use arrangements. 200 Where this change has occurred, it has aided airport operators in their ability to accommodate new entrants, thereby improving the competitive environment. 201 Accordingly, the FAA has endorsed the shift towards preferential and common use arrangements. 202 Another use and lease agreement term impacting competition at airports is the so-called "most favored nation" or "MFN" clause. An MFN clause entitles a lessee to the same or substantially similar rights and privileges offered to its competitors. While such a clause may appear to be facially neutral or could be viewed as a tool to improve the competitive landscape, it also may be used to inhibit competition by providing incumbent airlines with a contractual right to inhibit airport efforts to attract new entrant carriers or FBOs. For example, as discussed below, airport proprietors may, and frequently do, offer incentives to carriers for new airline service, such as waived or reduced landing and/or terminal use fees. Depending on the scope and wording of an MFN clause, however, incumbent signatory airlines may argue that the airport owner/operator has contractually agreed to limit the authority it would otherwise have under the Grant Assurances.
In the context of contracting with FBOs for service, similar contractual issues arise with respect to limiting the influence of incumbent lessees. Common issues include MFN clauses as well as options or rights of first refusal on airport development, all of which can be used by incumbent tenants to protect their established interests. As discussed above, options and rights of first refusal can lead to land-banking by incumbent FBOs, which can cause airport sponsors to run afoul of Grant Assurance 23's prohibition against exclusive rights. 203 Agreements with FBOs also need to reflect Grant Assurance 22's requirement that airport tenants provide services on reasonable terms and without unjust discrimination. 204 Airport sponsors should also include subordination clauses in their agreements with FBOs that subordinate the lease to the airport sponsor's federal obligations. 205
V. LEGAL ISSUES RELATING TO PROMOTING AIRLINE COMPETITION
Except for the competition plan statute and its attendant regulatory framework, most of the above-referenced legal authorities were drafted within the first several years after deregulation, 199 Id. at ix, 7-8. 200 ACRP Report 36, supra note 196 at 48. 201 
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examine traditional rate-making methodologies. This model predominately caters to leisure and discretionary travelers that do not necessarily value or desire frequency of service and are extraordinarily "no frills. " Correspondingly, many ULCC stations have little for long-term: branded gates, ticketing positions, and/or staffing arrangements. And in many cases, requiring this sort of traditional arrangements would jeopardize the ULCC's cost basis (it is frequently uneconomical, for example, to lease a full gate module if an airline intends to operate less than daily service).
As discussed below, one way of accommodating ULCCs, as well as other types of non-traditional models, is through implementing protocols for common-use gate assignment or preferential-use gate sharing. However, sponsors have met significant resistance from legacy carriers in adjusting their rates and charges methodologies to accommodate these models.
In late 2014, Airlines for America, the most prominent U.S. airline advocacy group, requested an opinion from the FAA regarding what it alleged was discriminatory rate-setting at "a number of smaller airports. " 216 A4A's letter focused on whether the FAA Rates and Charges Policy permitted a range of hypothetical scenarios that reflected (but, arguably, mischaracterized) various airports' efforts to accommodate the ULCC model.
For example, A4A asked several questions regarding permissible means of calculating per turn fees, such as:
• Does the Policy allow airports to calculate turn charges (whether at the gate or ticket counter) based on a methodology that does not achieve full cost recovery even if the facility is fully utilized? For example, an airport sets the turn rate assuming usage will be at the maximum of eight turns per day but even that usage would not achieve full cost recovery and actual usage may, in fact, be less.
• When calculating facility charges, are airports required to use reasonable usage and space assumptions? For example, an airport sets the turn charge based on eight turns per day when actual and projected usage is four turns per day.
• If an airport wishes to offer airlines rate methodology options, does the Policy allow an airport to discriminate between airlines by excluding an airline from an option made available to other airlines? For example, can an airport offer a turn charge methodology to some airlines but not others? If so, under what circumstances can an airport discriminate in this manner between operators?
A4A also asked whether "a common use space/facility rate methodology that is strictly use-based and does not include a component to allocate some portion of fixed costs evenly to all users reasonable under the Policy when that methodology disproportionately shifts costs to signatory carriers and results in competitively advantageous charges for limited use per-turn 216 users or by non-airline revenues. 210 Hybrid agreements refer to agreements that combine elements of both compensatory and residual agreements.
The assumption of greater risk on the part of the air carrier(s) in a residual agreement is often mitigated by enhanced carrier control over capital expenditures through MII clauses. As noted earlier, MII clauses grant the signatory airline (or a majority of signatory airlines) power of approval over certain capital expenditures. 211 The FAA and DOT have noted that the nature of control over airport operations allocated to tenant carriers under a residual (and to a lesser extent, hybrid) use and lease agreement can negatively impact competition. 212 As a result, the FAA and DOT caution airport proprietors with residual or hybrid use and lease agreements to monitor the consequences of this form of agreement and its impact on competition at the covered airports. 213 Increasingly, airport sponsors are moving away from purely residual agreements to maintain a maximum degree of control over new construction; in particular, new construction that would enhance competitive opportunities. Sponsors negotiating new use and lease requirements that do not anticipate significant capital improvements or changes in the operation over the term (and may, accordingly, not need airlines to backstop substantial risk), should consider transitioning to a compensatory methodology, or curtailing the scope of an MII clause. As discussed above, it is also important to recognize that PFCs, which are expressly available to finance terminal improvements that would enhance competitive opportunities, may not be controlled by the airline under the terms of a use and lease agreement. 214 Of course, the cost of operating at a particular airport, regardless of the rates and charges methodology, is also an important factor in providing for adequate competition. While airport rents and landing fees account for only approximately five percent of U.S. airlines' expenses overall, 215 carriers nevertheless carefully examine the yields on a flight-by-flight basis and, if costs are too high at a given airport, may choose not to come, or to leave. Variables such as frequency (both flights per day or flights per week), aircraft size, and whether a mainline or a regional affiliate aircraft is used all impact the true cost associated with flights for each airline.
But, keeping costs low, as a general principle, is no longer enough to ensure competitive rates. As discussed above, the advent of the ULCC model has forced airport sponsors to critically 210 Id. at vii. 211 Id. at 7-8. 212 See, id. at 8. 213 See, FAA Rates and Charges Policy, 78 Fed. Reg. 55,330, 55,336 (discussing additional information expected from airport proprietors with residual or hybrid use and lease agreements during consultation with FAA regarding airport rates and charges consultations). 214 In the interim, many airports have reported that legacy carriers have been unwilling to sign on to use and lease agreements that incorporate alternative methodologies such as a per-turn option or an allocation of joint use space that considers operations. This has led some airport sponsors to adopt alternative rates and charges methodologies by ordinance. The FAA has made clear that sponsors "have the same responsibility for consultation and transparency in adopting a fee by ordinance as in negotiation, [but] ultimately the sponsor can adopt the ordinance fee unilaterally. " 224
B. Air Carrier Incentive Programs
Airport sponsors and communities looking to enhance air service frequently develop risk mitigation or incentive programs to entice carriers to develop new service at their airports.
Recent research indicates that the success of such programs is mixed and highly dependent on the underlying market dynamics of the location being serviced. 225 Generally, larger, fast-growing cities are the most successful at retaining regular scheduled service initiated under an incentive program, while smaller airports and those closer to larger hubs have been less successful at recruiting or retaining new air service under an incentive program. 226 Anecdotally, carriers have often intimated that incentive programs are more likely to affect the timing of new service's launch or a choice among viable alternatives than they are to influence new route decisions in the first instance. Incentive programs are therefore unlikely to substitute for robust market opportunities but are nevertheless important components in enhancing competition.
Incentives may consist of one or more of three basic components. Strictly speaking, an incentive component, in FAA parlance, is one which offers discounts or fee waivers to air carriers providing new service in accordance with parameters defined by the airport sponsor. Permissible incentives "include, but are not limited to, waiving or reducing landing fees, rental fees, or fuel flowage fees. " 227 Sponsors offering proprietary services, such as ground handling or de-icing, may waive or reduce these fees, as well. A marketing component is generally designed to enhance public and industry awareness of new air service and promote the use of the airport. A risk mitigation or subsidy component includes "providing aircraft parts, free fuel, interest-free loans, pay for service, or any other form of direct or indirect air carrier subsidy. " 228 As discussed below, each of these components is subject to a host of federal requirements and varying degrees of scrutiny, depending on their structure.
One of the most important legal principles to consider in designing an incentive program is the principle of unjust discrimination, embodied in Grant Assurance 22. An airport sponsor 224 Id. 225 Megan S. Ryerson, Incentivize It and They Will Come? How Some of the Busiest U.S. Airports Are Building Air Service With Incentive Programs, 82 J. Am. Planning Ass'n 4, 303-315 (Autumn 2016). 226 Id. 227 FAA Incentive Program Guidebook, supra note 136 at 17. 228 Id.
users?" 217 In other words, does the Policy permit an airport proprietor to allocate common use space entirely on the basis of either enplanements or operations (or both)?
In response to A4A's letter, the Airports Council International-North America (ACI-NA) and the American Association of Airport Executives (AAAE) first noted the "skewed" nature of the questions, and urged the FAA not to take a concrete positions regarding A4A's questions for fear of "muddying" the waters on guidance regarding airport rates and charges. 218 They emphasized, however, that the FAA Rates and Charges Policy allows airports to "adopt different ratemaking methodologies as long as the fees imposed on airlines are reasonable and not unjustly discriminatory. " 219 And, "the fact that one particular methodology may be more appealing to certain types of carriers due to the nature of their operations does not mean that an airport must exclusively use that methodology. " 220 In early 2016, the FAA issued its response to A4A's letter. 221 While the FAA declined to opine on specific legal questions without a factual background to contextualize its decision, it did provide generalized responses to A4A's questions. Regarding differences in rate-setting methodologies, FAA stated that "[t]here may be reasons why carriers would be charged different rates that are not unjustly discriminatory, including, for example, differences in the carrier's category of operation, difference in the condition, quality, or features of facilities, differences in the actual cost of providing the terminal facilities, or possibly the use of a blended rate to distribute capital improvement costs among all facilities over time. " The FAA also determined that, "[w]here there are differences in [a] carriers' use of the airport, the airport sponsor may determine that those differences warrant different approach to fee determination and not offer the use of every methodology to every carrier. " 222 These responses largely bolster a position that airport sponsors have considerable latitude in setting rates and charges. Indeed, the FAA emphasized that the Policy "does not dictate a single approach to rate-setting, and . . . fees may be set using any rate-setting methodology . . . as long as it is 'applied consistently to similarly situated aeronautical users and conforms' with the Policy. " 223 It remains to be seen, however, exactly how these standards will be applied in the event the FAA is called upon to adjudicate a particular case.
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Grant Assurance 25 and the FAA Revenue Use Policy, which generally restrict the use of airport revenues to the capital or operating costs of the airport, also feature prominently in the design of an incentive program. The FAA views incentivesdiscounted or waived fees for the use of airport facilities-as a permissible "expenditure" of airport revenue within the parameters discussed above. 236 However, the principle of unjust discrimination, as applied to rates and charges, requires that cost of providing such incentives not be included in air carriers' rate base without their specific consent (i.e., carriers not receiving an incentive cannot be compelled to cover the cost of the incentive). 237 Thus, as a practical matter, the cost of incentives will generally be covered by the sponsors' non-aeronautical revenues.
The marketing component of an incentive program must also be carefully structured to ensure that consistency with the FAA Revenue Use Policy. Federal law expressly prohibits "use of airport revenues for general economic development, marketing, and promotional activities unrelated to airports or airport systems. " 238 Through the FAA Revenue Use Policy and the FAA Incentive Program Guidebook, the FAA has interpreted this language to permit promotion of the airport, promotion of new air service and competition at the airport, and marketing of airport services. 239 Permissible promotional expenditures may include, for example, the cost of employees engaged in the promotion of airport services, or cooperative airport-airline advertising of air service, provided that the airport is specifically included in marketing materials. 240 However, marketing programs that focus on increasing regional revenue for the benefit of general economic development, such as destination or tourism marketing, may not paid from airport revenues. 241 Subsidies, defined by the FAA as the "payment of airport revenue to a carrier or to any provider of goods or services to that carrier, in exchange for additional service by the carrier, " are categorically prohibited by the FAA Revenue Use Policy. Thus, the sponsor may not lease property or equipment on behalf of a carrier, guarantee a minimum revenue to mitigate start-up risks, offer cash incentives to passengers, pre-purchase airline seats for use by community businesses, or participate in some other form of indirect subsidy using airport revenues. 242 Sources of funds other than airport revenues, however, may be used for these and other forms of subsidy programs. For example, some sponsors may have access to funds from special taxing districts, either through their own taxing authority or that of a non-sponsor. Similarly, economic development corporations or Chambers of Commerce may be willing to provide the sponsors with funds for these purposes. Provided these 236 Id. at 17. 237 See, id. at 17, 23. 238 49 U.S.C. § 47107(k)(2)(B). 239 64 Fed. Reg. at 7703. 240 64 Fed. Reg. at 7703; FAA Incentive Program Guidebook, supra note 136 at 3, 20. 241 FAA Incentive Program Guidebook, supra note 136 at 3. 242 Id. at 21.
is, as discussed above, required to make the airport available on reasonable terms and without unjust discrimination among aeronautical users. Incentive programs are permissible notwithstanding this requirement because the FAA views "new service" to be dissimilarly situated from already existing air service; 229 ≈˛recall that the principle of unjust discrimination requires similarly treatment of similarly situated users. The FAA has traditionally defined "new service" as (a) service to an airport destination not currently served, (b) nonstop service where no nonstop service is currently offered, (c) a new entrant carrier, or (d) increased frequency of flights to a specific destination. 230 More recently, the FAA has recognized that upgauging aircraft (i.e., using aircraft with a larger seating c apacity) can also constitute "new service"-akin to increased frequencies-as long as the net result of the upgauging is to add capacity. 231 An airport sponsor may not, for example, provide an incentive for carriers to use a larger aircraft if the carrier would simultaneously reduce frequencies. 232 New service is not dissimilarly situated from existing service in perpetuity, however. The FAA views new entrant carriers to be similarly situated with incumbent carriers after one year of service. 233 Thus, if a sponsor's incentive program is offered to only new entrant carriers, then a participating carrier may not receive incentives, marketing support, or subsidy for longer than a one-year period. 234 If, however, an incentive is offered to both new entrants and incumbent carriers-for example, for new non-stop service to an unserved destination-then the FAA views the new service as dissimilarly situated for two years. 235 After these periods, continuing to offer an incentive would become unjustly discriminatory. Thus, sponsors must carefully consider-and clearly state-the eligibility criteria for an incentive; if it is not clear that incumbent carriers may participate by offering the incentivized service, then the FAA will likely find the incentive period of the program must be limited to a maximum duration of one year.
The distinction between existing and new service only goes so far. The FAA does not permit sponsors to further limit the availability of incentives by offering them only to carriers that commit to flying a particular type or size of aircraft, or that operate under a particular type of business model (i.e., LCCs and ULCCs). Incentives may be designed for a particular frequency of service, however, and a sponsor may, in its discretion, either prorate the incentive for carriers flying less than the sponsor's service target or refuse to offer an incentive for lesser service. 229 Id. at 7. 230 able to use facilities such as ramps and gates in order to serve the public. Issues arise when incumbent airlines (i.e., airlines already serving the airport) occupy but do not fully utilize airport gates and other facilities. Even at airports that may have available space, barriers to entry may exist, such as financial requirements that have a de facto anticompetitive impact. Access to physical facilities is broadly guided by several important federal requirements, including the prohibition on exclusive rights and the requirement to provide airport facilities on reasonable terms and without unjust discrimination. In addition, operators can still influence elements of competition through air service incentive programs.
A bulwark of the federal requirement to maintain competitive air service from the standpoint of airport operators is the prohibition against the granting of exclusive rights. The exclusive rights prohibition is provided for in federal law governing the use of federal land and funds for airport purposes, 246 as well as the federal programs, agreements, and policies implementing those laws. 247 This prohibition prevents airports operators from allowing air carriers to establish monopolies at particular airports or along certain routes. These requirements enlist airport operators in policing air carrier activity and prohibits contractual arrangements that prevent airport operators from enforcing federal law, including the prohibition on exclusive rights. Airport sponsors can also influence air service competition by wielding their right and obligation to provide access to all qualified air carriers on reasonable terms and without unjust discrimination. 248 This requirement prohibits airport operators from the following activities:
(1) Deny[ing] access by disapproving an otherwisequalified air carrier's application or by unreasonably delaying access;
(2) Adopt[ing] unjustified standards prohibiting a certain class of carrier from operating at the airport or containing criteria not relevant to operations, not reasonably attainable, not uniformly applied, or intended to protect incumbents;
(3) Defer[ing] completely to incumbent tenants' determination on whether or not, and how, to accommodate requesting airlines;
(4) Permit[ing] unreasonable sublease fees or conditions to be imposed on new entrants; or (5) Unreasonably deny[ing] signatory status to an authorized air carrier willing to assume the obligations of a signatory carrier. 249
With these prohibitions as a foundation, airport operators proceed to create the field upon which airlines will operate and compete via the policies they set and the contracts between the airport and airlines. 246 funds are not derived from airport users, the sponsor's activities at the airport, or taxes on aviation fuels (and access to the program is otherwise in accordance with the grant assurances), subsidy programs are permissible. Sponsors must ensure, however, that their accounting systems maintain complete segregation between airport revenues and non-airport revenues that are used for such purposes. Under normal circumstances, a sponsor must make an incentive program available to all carriers that are willing to provide the new service on the terms that the sponsor has identified. There may be cases, however, where the sponsor desires to make the incentive available to a smaller number of carriers, or just one carrier. For example, the sponsor may not have enough funds to support more than one carrier in the program. In these cases, the FAA encourages airports to utilize a Request for Proposals (RFP) to ensure that all interested carriers have an equal opportunity to compete for the incentive. 243 If this process is utilized, it is important that the sponsor structure and publicize the RFP so as not to discriminate against any carrier. The FAA is likely to scrutinize, for example, an incentive that was awarded to a single carrier which had the benefit of extensive consultation with the sponsor prior to an RFP. 244 It is important to note that all of the limitations discussed in this subsection up to this point are imposed on an airport sponsor by virtue of its grant assurance obligations. The same limitations do not exist for entities other than airport sponsor, which are not bound by grant agreements with the United States. Thus, certain non-sponsor entities, such as Chambers of Commerce, may choose to work with a single carrier and provide a revenue guarantee, reimburse airport fees, establish a ticket bank, or any number of other programs. It is critical, however, that the airport sponsor play no role whatsoever in delivering such an incentive. The airport sponsor may not be party to the incentive agreement, nor it may negotiate or monitor the airlines performance with the agreement in any manner. 245 Finally, apart from any federal requirements that may be applicable, sponsors should take care to ensure that incentive programs and their implementing agreements are structured to ensure that the sponsor receives the full benefits of the service it is incentivizing. It is common for sponsors to require, as a condition of receiving an incentive, that the airline maintain good on-time performance and maintain a set schedule of flights for the duration of the incentive period. Additional guidance on incentive program design may be found in the forthcoming ACRP publication, Building and Maintaining Air Service Through Incentive Programs.
Access to Airport Facilities and Sponsor Role in Space Allocation
Access to airport facilities is, obviously, a critical component to competition in that carriers seeking to serve an airport in response to the demand for such additional service must be 24 ACRP LRD 37 maintaining availability of its facilities to a variety of air carriers, the competition plan in and of itself does not stand alone as an enforceable document. Instead, it relies upon the sponsor's contractual obligations and has underlying it all of the abovereferenced Grant Assurance-based obligations (such as the prohibition against granting exclusive rights, making facilities available on reasonable and not unjustly discriminatory basis).
It is worth noting that, with respect to the general availability of space for new entrant carriers, airports are expected to, at least eventually, have enough space to allow all carriers who wish to serve the airport to do so. As mentioned previously herein, the prohibition against exclusive rights may arise in instances where an airport does not have existing capacity to accommodate another air carrier based on unavailability of facilities. The FAA's position is that an airport sponsor "may not deny an air carrier access solely based on the non-availability of existing facilities" and "must make some arrangements for accommodations if reasonably possible. " 254 What this means for an airport sponsor is a matter of debate. Indeed, the FAA itself stated that such "access issues can often be complex and are not always easy to resolve. " 255 Generally speaking, much is left to the sponsor to accommodate such demand beyond capacity and it is, at least implicitly, expected that additional facilities will be constructed. However, it is noteworthy that between the exclusive rights, statements regarding "mandatory access, " and the availability of PFC funds for the promotion of competition, one could reasonably conclude that the expectation of the FAA is that those facilities will be constructed if demand so dictates. Whether the FAA would step in if the sponsor failed to build new facilities to accommodate new carriers is unknown.
For better or worse, simply setting the stage for robust competition may not end the airport sponsor's involvement. Clearly, when an airport has gates and other space available to provide an airline wishing to initiate service (or expand an airline's existing presence), the airport simply provides access to those areas. However, issues arise when space is "occupied" by existing airlines and operations. What "occupied" means may vary from situation-to-situation. For example, all gates may be leased by existing airlines, but the utilization of those gates may be low, thus allowing another carrier to use these unused time slots. In other situations, time may be available on airport-controlled common-use gates, but the available time may not fit an incumbent airline's desires. Furthermore, where gates may be available, an incumbent airline may seek to initiate service at a given airport, but do so only infrequently (for example, only three days a week) such that its contracting for an entire gate (i.e., a gate that is primarily assigned to such airline) would be overkill and thus, too expensive to justify such infrequent air service.
In these situations, it will be critical for the airport operator to have in place, in advance of such situations arising, clear policies and procedures concerning how gates and other space will be allocated. It is critical that airport sponsors provide themselves the leverage necessary, through agreement and agreed 254 FAA Order 5190.6B, supra note 56 at 9-10. 255 Id.
The level of control over which the airport operator will retain will be a critical component in the competition equation. With respect to gates, they are generally leased to airlines on one of several bases: exclusive, preferential, or common. 250 Common-use gates refer to gates that are entirely controlled by the airport sponsor and that may be assigned to air carriers on a "temporary, per-turn basis or on a short term (e.g., 30-day) arrangement. " 251 Gates leased on a preferential-use basis generally mean that an airport tenant has leased a gate "on a preferential basis where the lease requires the lessee to allow another to use the facility to the extent such use does not interfere with the lessee's actual use of the facility. " 252 An exclusive-use lease "typically assigns to one airline the right to use and occupy gates and facilities for a specified duration and the right to sublet or assign the facilities, conditioned on the prior written approval of the airport management. " 253 (It is noteworthy that FAA strongly encourages transitions from exclusive-use gate agreements to preferential-use or even common-use gate agreements instead in order to increase airport control over facilities (i.e., comply with Grant Assurance 5) and to foster a more flexible and competitive environment.)
If an over-abundance of unused gates exists at an airport, available space will not be a factor that could limit competition. On the other hand, if most gates are occupied by airlines, this could have an adverse impact upon competition initiatives. Maintaining a certain level of control over gates is therefore essential for airport sponsors to enable them to accommodate new requests for air service, whether by a new entrant carrier or by an existing carrier seeking to expand its operations.
Use of other airport space, such as ticket counters and baggage claims, may also be an area of consideration when it comes to promoting competition. Two central areas of concern exist for airport sponsors. The first is having space available for new entrant carriers that may wish to serve the station. This may be accomplished via a variety of means including carefully examining existing airlines' needs and narrowly tailoring leased space to those needs. In addition, an airport may reserve areas that will be used by airlines on a common basis. Many airports are examining whether it is advisable to convert all their preferential-use ticketing and baggage areas to a common use scheme. This enables the airport to shift the use of facilities as demand and carrier mix evolves.
As mentioned elsewhere herein, many airports are required to have competition plans as a prerequisite to being eligible for approval of PFCs. Competition plans usually rely upon provisions of the airport's agreements with airlines on important matters such as gate use policies, whether the airport's gates are leased to airlines on an exclusive or non-exclusive basis and whether the airport has retained control over certain gates for use by new-entrant carriers. Thus, while the competition plan may outline an airport sponsor's intentions with respect to 250 Id. at viii. 251 Id. at 41. 252 Id. at 37 note 8. 253 Id. at 38.
C. Recent Dispute/Litigation Regarding Gate Access
A recent dispute at Love Field Airport (Love Field) in Dallas, Texas, provides an illuminating if tangled example of the complications of enforcing federal competition requirements at airports. The dispute arose between Southwest Airlines (Southwest), the historically dominant airline operating out of Love Field pursuant to a long-term lease with the City of Dallas (City), and Delta Air Lines (Delta) who had operated a small number of flights out of the airport for several years under a month-to-month sublease with another airline. In late summer of 2014, unable to secure a continuing lease for gates at Love Field, Delta formerly requested that Love Field's owner, the City of Dallas, make accommodations for it at Love Field. Southwest, who acquired a sublease for the gates Delta had been using, objected to ceding any of its gates' rights to Delta, indicating that it anticipated substantially increasing service at Love Field so as to take up any extra capacity there was for an additional carrier to serve Love Field.
The legal circumstances framing the dispute are unique. Since 1979, Love Field has been subject to special federal legislation limiting the number and composition of air carriers serving it. 259 This special status was borne out of a unique series of events during the transition of the majority of air service from Love Field to the newly built Dallas-Fort Worth (DFW) Airport in the 1970s. 260 In essence, in order to protect the financial viability of DFW, which all relevant carriers except Southwest had agreed to utilize, Congress restricted the interstate routes that could connect directly with Love Field. 261 This remained the situation until 2006 when, at the urging of Congress, the two major airlines operating out of Love Field pursuant to longterm agreements, Southwest and American Airlines, as well as the City of Dallas, the City of Fort Worth, and the DWF Airport Board entered into an compromise agreement providing for the reduction of gates at Love Field and the allocation of just over half of the remaining gates to Southwest on a "preferential-use" basis. 262 The agreement also provided for a procedure for accommodating "new entrants" at the airport in the event such airlines could not arrive at a negotiated agreement between themselves. Finally, the agreement provided that restrictions on routes connecting with Love Field would be lifted in October 2014. Congress subsequently officially sanctioned this agreement by passing a law enacting some of its provisions.
In addition to this unique legal history, the City was also subject to competition-related federal obligations, including its Grant Assurance obligations pursuant to receipt of AIP grants and competition plan requirements tied to receipt of 259 procedures, to be able to enforce their federal obligations, and to provide itself and existing and potential tenants with clarity regarding the process for enforcing these rights. This is most effectively accomplished via detailed contractual provisions in airline use and lease agreements. While the specifics of these provisions are beyond the scope of this report, some best practices for promoting competitive gate allocation provided by the FAA include:
• Promoting new entry by becoming advocates for competition.
• Continually monitoring gate-utilization practice of airlines.
• Invoking "use-it-or-lose-it" authority if incumbent carriers are not using their gates fully.
• Providing clear guidelines and a timeline to prospective entrants on what they must do to gain access to an airport and when they will be able to begin operations, and clear standards to incumbent carriers that seek additional space to expand operations.
• Monitoring all sub-lease agreements to ensure that fees are reasonable.
• Creating an environment where third-party contractors provide competitive ground-handling and support service.
• Taking actions to recover gates when they become available and to convert gates and other facilities to commonuse status.
• Working to ensure that any new [majority-in-interest] agreements entered into [with signatory airlines] do not prevent or delay projects that could be beneficial to new entrants or smaller airlines service their airports.
• Using the tools provided by the PFC program to finance terminal expansion projects that provide greater oppor tunities for new entrants and increase airline competition. 256 Of particular note in this arena, while an airport operator cannot disregard the terms of its agreements with carriers, even where carriers have exclusive use of gates the airport operator retains the federal obligation to ensure new entrant access to the airport. 257 This could potentially mean taking gates back and retaining them as common-use or subject to short-term agreements.
Lastly, airport sponsors should also stay aware of anticompetitive activity related to tying the provision of services to subleases for gates and airport facilities. Unless there is a legitimate business reason for doing so, requiring use of groundhandling services as a condition of allowing use of a gate may be a violation of antitrust laws, depending on how much control the tenant air carrier has over the overall airport facilities. 258 256 FAA/OST Task Force Study, supra note 6, at xiii-xiv. The FAA/ OST Task Force Study outlines the benefits of using PFC funds, which are less restrictive than AIP funds, for airport expansion that is not reliant on and tied to incumbent carrier funding and use. See id., at 56-57. 257 Id. at 15. 258 FAA Incentive Program Guidebook, supra note 136 at 27-28.
amounted to denial of open competition at Love Field in contravention of the City's federal obligations. 273 The City argued that the FAA does not have jurisdiction over the City's accommodation policy, given that the accommodation policy is provided under federally enacted lease terms pursuant to WARA rather than the more traditional Grant Assurance and competition plan bases. 274 With respect to the City's suit, the district court decided the preliminary injunction issue on contractual grounds, holding that Delta was a third-party beneficiary to the lease agreement between Southwest and the City and thus could enforce the accommodation provisions in that agreement. It furthermore determined that there was a substantial likelihood that Delta would succeed on the merits of its position with respect to accommodation under the terms of the agreement. On appeal, the Fifth Circuit affirmed the preliminary injunction in favor of Delta, but without ruling on whether Delta was in fact a thirdparty beneficiary to the lease agreement. Instead, the Fifth Circuit granted relief based on the City's request for relief. 275 FAA has since withdrawn its notice of investigation under 14 C.F.R. Part 16 without prejudice, ostensibly pending the outcome of the litigation in the federal court system. 276 As of the date of this publication, this litigation was continuing at the District Court level. Given the ongoing nature of this dispute, it is too early to tell what its outcome will be. However, it does underline the tricky nature of ensuring effective competition at airports.
VI. LEGAL ISSUES RELATING TO PROMOTING FBO COMPETITION
In the FBO context, "competition" may be approached differently depending on the size of the airport and its role in the national system. While all sponsors are generally concerned with whether fuel prices and the cost of other services meet the needs of its users, the means of correcting any competitive deficiency may vary. For airports with abundant and robust commercial activity, adequate competition may mean having (or at least potentially having) more than two or more FBOs on the field. Much smaller general aviation airports with lower levels of activity may only be able to realistically support one FBO. The relevant marketplace in those instances may be regional, and the issue whether there are sufficient viable alternatives at other airports for the purchase of fuel to check an otherwise monopolistic tendency. PFC funds. 263 Accordingly, when Delta submitted its request for accommodation in 2014, the City had to consider requirements to accommodate air carriers relating to its agreements with the current carriers operating at Love Field and the federal government pursuant to Grant Assurances under its AIP grant agreements, as well as specific federal law sanctioning its airline agreements and general laws related to AIP and PFC funds. In addition, the DOJ effectively prohibited Dallas from considering the only two of Love Field's gates not under Southwest's control to Delta because they were part of an agreement regarding its settlement with American and U.S. Airways, and were allocated to another airline. 264 Uncertain about the extent to which it could or was required to force Southwest to cede gates to Delta Airlines, the City of Dallas requested that DOT provide clarification on the City's responsibilities under federal law. DOT responded to the city's request by stating that Dallas was required to accommodate Delta pursuant to its competition plan under AIR-21 and its Grant Assurances under the AIP, and that it should expect to provide ongoing accommodation to Delta according to a similar pattern of service as existed before the dispute. 265 DOT warned the City that it should not take into account an airline's future anticipated use of airport facilities as doing so would "give a signatory carrier the ability to block a competitor's accommodation request by deciding or asserting, after a request is made, that it will expand service. " 266 DOT left the responsibility of how to accommodate Delta up to the City, however. 267 Southwest disputed DOT's legal conclusions and petitioned the D.C. Circuit for review of DOT's letter to the City, but the D.C. Circuit ultimately denied Southwest's petition on the grounds that the letter did not constitute a final agency decision. 268 With neither Southwest nor Delta willing to back down, and with agreements for temporary accommodation between the two airlines terminating, the City filed a suit in federal court against both Southwest and Delta seeking a determination about its required action. 269 Southwest and Delta joined in the action, with both seeking preliminary injunctions with respect to temporary accommodation of Delta at Love Field. 270 The City requested grant of relief to either party. 271 Shortly thereafter, the FAA initiated a Part 16 proceeding to assess the City's compliance with its grant obligations. 272 In that proceeding Delta argued that the City's failure to accommodate Delta and its acquiescence to the sublease of additional gates to Southwest in 2014 263 sharing structures whereby the FBO and the airport share in FBO-generated profits.
A myriad of variations of payment structures are possible and the specifics depend upon many factors such as the airport's access to capital, its risk tolerance and how much control/ involvement it seeks to maintain over FBO operations on an ongoing basis. These specifics are beyond the scope of this report. However, the financial arrangements are similar to those used by airports in structuring economic development projects and airport sponsors should consult other ACRP projects for insight and guidance. 278
B. Minimum Standards
Grant Assurance 22 requires that all aeronautical service providers be granted access to the airport on reasonable terms and without unjust discrimination. 279 The FAA recommendsbut does not require-that airport sponsors implement this requirement in part through developing "minimum standards. " 280 Minimum standards set forward the conditions under which aeronautical service providers are permitted to supply goods and services at a public-use airport. With respect to FBOs, minimum standards outline what an airport sponsor wants an FBO to be: how big its physical footprint must be, what services amenities must be available to pilots and passengers, and what ancillary services must be available within the confines of the FBO property.
Minimum standards are typically published as a standalone document and incorporated by reference into commercial leases or operating permits at the airport. In this way, sponsors may point to an objective set of criteria in making decisions about the terms of access for different sorts of aeronautical service providers, as well as provide prospective providers with a clear understanding of the conditions they will be required to meet. The FAA will not generally countenance allegations of unjust discrimination against a sponsor where the sponsors has:
(1) Applied minimum standards consistently to all providers of aeronautical services;
(2) Imposed conditions that ensure safe and efficient operation of the airport in accordance with FAA rules, regulations, and guidance;
( In December 2017, the FAA issued a guidance document entitled, "Q&As -FBO Industry Consolidation and Pricing Practices. " The Q&As recognize that airport sponsors have an increased interest (and, perhaps, arguably an obligation) in monitoring the competitive opportunities for FBOs in light of the "continuing consolidation of the FBO industry, the post-9/11 security demands placed on the airport and FBO, the lack of traffic volume to support FBOs, and airport sponsors' need to operate self-sustaining enterprises. " The Q&As do not establish any new interpretations of sponsors' grant assurance obligations, but rather suggest a range of tools that sponsors concerned about high pricing may use to address competitive deficiencies:
• Consider the relevant sections of the FAA Rates and Charges Policy to the situation at the airport with regards to setting fees, rates, and charges;
• Establish different classes of FBOs with different levels of service, that may include ancillary and support services;
• Take over FBO services to address a shortcoming;
• Establish self-service fueling;
• Clarify the scope and detail of the right to self-service operations;
• Adjust rules, regulations, leases, and minimum standards and review periodically;
• Publicly disclose rates and charges for airport access and service;
• Retain exclusive control over ramp areas;
• Outline and address restrictions on exclusive leasing of Federally funded infrastructure, such as ramps;
• In Requests for Proposals, require fuel pricing policies in agreement/leases; and
• Require fuel price adjustments or imposed profit limits in local laws or ordinances. 277 This section details several of these tools in the airport sponsor's toolbox and their attendant legal considerations.
A. Rates and Charges
The costs associated with operating at an airport that are attributable to the airport/owner's agreement with the FBO presents an almost unlimited set of variables. Each airport presents its own set of challenges and opportunities with respect to how to best (and profitably) serve aeronautical users. As mentioned elsewhere herein, due to the fact that agreements with FBOs are aeronautical in nature, sponsors need not get market rent from FBOs and may instead fashion arrangements that are tailored to the airport's and FBO's particular needs, interests and financial circumstances.
Numerous factors impact how financial arrangements are made between an FBO and an airport operator as to how the operator will be paid in exchange for the FBO's operation. These arrangements may be as simple as the FBO merely paying ground rent to the airport (most often in situations where the FBO may have solely paid for the construction of facilities in exchange for a long-term rent of airport property) to revenue 28 ACRP LRD 37 benefit (or detriment) of particular operators. 285 Indeed, minimum standards can, and should, "be modified to reflect the airport's desire to learn from experience and to be watchful for improvements in the way it does business in order to protect the public interest. " 286 To avoid setting the minimum standards at inappropriate levels, however, the standards "should be updated to reflect current conditions that exist at the airport and not those that existed in the past. " And, to ensure revised minimum standards have the greatest possible support from existing aeronautical users, the FAA strongly encourages sponsors to notify and involve incumbents in the process. 287 The FAA has heard many cases addressing allegations that a sponsor has increased minimum standards in order to shut out potential competitors; 288 however, the agency has not had a specific occasion to consider whether a sponsor may reduce minimum standards to allow for more competition at an airport. Particularly where a sponsor can demonstrate that lowered minimum standards will not compromise the safety or quality of aeronautical services provided, it is unlikely that the FAA discourage sponsors' efforts to open an airport to additional competition. The FAA has generally recognized sponsors' proprietary interest in fostering competition and has permitted actions directed toward enhancing opportunities for competition, even when they technically discriminate against incumbent service providers. 289 And, the FAA has clearly indicated that "no grant assurance protects an aeronautical service provider from more effective competition. " 290
C. Multiple Classes of FBO
As the discussion above indicates, it is important to make sure that minimum standards are set at levels appropriate to ensure a competitive marketplace at the airport. There are, however, more structural modifications that may be made to minimum standards to address deficiencies in the quality or availability of aeronautical services at the airport.
Minimum standards are effective because they assist the airport sponsor in ensuring that similarly situated aeronautical service providers are subject to similar terms and obligations (i.e., the bedrock principal of avoiding unjust discrimination). Implicit in this function, minimum standards also draw lines between aeronautical service providers that are similarly situated, and those that are not. To take an obvious example, most minimum standards would describe aircraft maintenance oper-285 FAA AC 150/5190-7, ¶ 1.2.e. at 4-5. 286 (4) Ensured standards are relevant to the activity to which they apply; and
(5) Ensured standards provide the opportunity for newcomers who meet the minimum standards to offer their aeronautical services within the market demand for such services. 281 Minimum standards are an effective tool in managing airport development and protecting the sponsors against allegations of unjust discrimination. However, because they are effectively the filter through which new aeronautical service providers must pass to operate at an airport, their development and periodic reevaluation are critical to ensuring adequate competition.
On the one hand, setting minimum standards too low runs the risk of allowing unqualified or uncommitted aeronautical service providers to compete alongside more established entities that have made substantial investments in the airport. The sponsor must ensure that minimum standards "reasonably protect the investment of providers of aeronautical services to meet minimum standards from competition not making a similar investment. " 282 It is also critical that minimum standards are not too high. A significant amount of space is often needed to provide toprate FBO services. Large hangars, ramp areas, and parking lots require substantial amounts of land. Minimum standards generally set the floors for these types of facilities and may act as a significant barrier to the entry of an additional FBO if the cost of providing such facilities is too high, or there is insufficient developable land at the airport to establish them. Accordingly, if an airport wishes to address current or future competition issues, consideration should be given to how land will be made available for new service providers.
There is a critical distinction, however, between minimum standards that act as a de facto limitation on potential, competing aeronautical service providers, and those that are intended to protect the existing service providers from competition. The FAA cautions that "[a]ny use of minimum standards to protect the interests of an exclusive business operation may be interpreted as the grant of an exclusive right and a potential violation of the airport sponsor's grant assurances and the FAA's policy on exclusive rights. " 283 Sponsors should be wary of efforts by existing aeronautical providers to ratchet up minimum standards after substantial investment; minimum standards are intended to ensure "a safe, efficient and adequate level of operation and services is offered to the public, " 284 not to protect an incumbents' competitive position.
FAA encourages sponsors to "provide for periodic reviews of the minimum standards to ensure that the standards continue to be reasonable, " but strongly cautions sponsors not to engage in constant juggling of their minimum standards to the 281 FAA AC 150/5190-7, supra note 58 at 4. 282 Id. 283 Id. at 3. 284 Id.
provements revert to the sponsor at the expiration of the agreement), all may justify disparate treatment. 294 It is important to be aware of these distinctions when trying to attract competing aeronautical service provides and the flexibility they may afford the sponsor.
D. Unbundling of FBO Services
Traditionally, when one thinks of an FBO, a "full-service" FBO comes to mind for most of the U.S. aviation industry. Historically, airport users expect FBOs to provide a wide array of services, ranging from into-aircraft fueling, full aircraft repair and maintenance and substantial square footage of both hangar and support (lounge, rest areas, etc.) facilities. At some airports, depending upon the level of demand, providing all of these services may present a financial and practical challenge for the FBO. If this is a challenge for the existing FBO, having minimum standards that incorporate all of these services and amenities, for an FBO examining the feasibility of competing with the existing FBO, the challenges may be insurmountable.
At other airports, however, having an FBO occupy so many aeronautical service categories may create a situation whereby competition is low or non-existent. In such situations, prices may be higher than may otherwise exist elsewhere or service levels may suffer. Thus, many airports are reconsidering whether the FBO should be the all-in-one aeronautical service provider.
Given the changing demands of aeronautical users and the increasing challenges for service providers, more and more airports are examining "unbundling" what was always a one-stopshopping proposition. The concept of a SASO has been around for a long time. 295 However, airports and generally, FBOs, have sought to have as many services provided under the FBO umbrella as possible. By separating out some core services, FBOs may benefit by focusing on front line aircraft servicing and opportunities may be created for small businesses that may only provide one service (such as aircraft repair).
The truly controversial issue is whether it is advisable to unbundle fuel from the core FBO services in order to foster competition in that arena. FBOs argue that fuel is the source of the vast majority of their income at most airports and by allow ing others to provide fueling (or even to allow self-fueling for AvGas (100LL)) would be risking their on-going viability. However, in appropriate circumstances (i.e., high demand for fuel, extraordinarily high fuel prices, exhaustion of efforts by the airport to address such high fuel prices via Grant Assurancebased contractual provisions), such unbundling of fueling may be appropriate.
Again, the analysis, issues and econometrics vary based upon an individual airport's circumstances. Airports should carefully conduct an analysis of the demand for the subject aeronautical services and the impact of the injection of additional sources 294 B. Molar, Understanding FAA Grant Assurance Obligations Volume 1: Guidebook, ACRP Web-Only Document 44, at 13 (2017). 295 See, e.g., FAA AC 150/5190-7, supra note 58 at 6. ators and flight schools as two distinct types of service provider, and subject them to two different sets of minimum standards. One may be required to construct and maintain a large hangar, while the other may not. This is permissible from a compliance standpoint for the very reason that that the entities are not similarly situated. Some airports, in attempting to enhance the services offered to the light general aviation sector (typically, piston-powered aircraft with maximum gross takeoff weights below 12,500 pounds), have further distinguished among FBOs by creating different tiers of FBO. Indeed, the FAA notes that tiering may be an effective means of modifying minimum standards when it is difficult to address the needs of both existing and future aeronautical businesses: "a tiered set of minimum standards be developed to address the same type of aeronautical activity but differ significantly in scale and investment (i.e., an FBO building large hangars and serving high performance aircraft and a second FBO building and only T-hangars and serving only smaller general aviation aircraft). " 291 In the case of Westchester County, New York, for example, the County undertook to enhance the services available to light general aviation users of the airport. Although the County already had multiple FBOs on the field, their clientele, and thus their services, catered more to the larger business jets that frequented the airport. Accordingly, the County issued a request for proposals for what it called "light general aviation (LGA) FBOs. "
The LGA FBOs were required to provide most traditional FBO services, but were prohibited from selling jet fuel 292 or servicing aircraft over a specified maximum certified gross takeoff weight. 293 In order to support the County's goal of enhancing light general aviation services and facilitating the entry of LGA FBOs, the County also used PFC revenue to construct facilities that would be used by the LGA FBOs. The County also offered the successful bidders lease agreements that were tied to a percentage of their gross profits, rather than a fixed market rent.
One of the larger FBOs at the airport filed a formal complaint against the County, claiming that this arrangement-particularly after the County authorized the LGA FBOs to begin selling jet fuel-constituted unjust discrimination. However, the FAA disagreed. Because the LGA FBOs were restricted from servicing all types of aircraft and were required to provide certain light general aviation services that were optional for larger FBOs, the two types of FBO were not similarly situated, and the grant assurance did not compel the County to treat them the same.
Other unique features of an airport and its competitive landscape may justify treating two otherwise similarly situated FBOs or operators differently. For example, the desirability of one operator's location on the airfield, the degree of their capital investment, the type of lease (i.e., whether the operator is leasing only ground or existing facilities, and whether additional im-291 FAA AC 150/5190.7, supra note 58 ¶1.2(g)(1). 292 The County later permitted the LGA FBOs to provide jet fuel, which prompted, in large part, the Part 16 complaint discussed herein. 293 intend to keep it that way (i.e., exclude other private entities from competing), or is willing to compete with new or existing aeronautical service providers at the airport. As discussed above, Grant Assurance 23 generally prohibits an airport sponsor from granting an exclusive right to provide aeronautical services. However, this obligation does not apply to services that are provided by the airport sponsor. 299 This socalled "proprietary exclusive right" allows the airport sponsor to be the sole provider of FBO services (or individual aeronautical services, such as fueling or de-icing) at the airport. However, "
[i]f the airport sponsor opts to provide an aeronautical service exclusively, it must use its own employees and resources. " 300 In other words, the sponsor may not declare itself the exclusive provider of an aeronautical service, but then contract with a third party to provide those services on its behalf. 301 The requirement to exercise a sponsor's proprietary exclusive right with its own employees and equipment is often more significant than it may first seem. A sponsor may not, for example, organize a public limited liability corporation to provide aeronautical services at the airport which is separate and apart from the sponsor itself. Similarly, the sponsor may not allow resale of its products. For example, the sponsor could not maintain a proprietary exclusive right by requiring tenants to purchase all fuel from the sponsor, but then allowing those tenants to resell the fuel or perform into-wing delivery thereof to aircraft operators. 302 And, although it may be relatively common for private FBOs to subcontract for the provision of certain discrete services, such as flight training or aircraft maintenance, an airport sponsor could not, in so doing, maintain a proprietary exclusive right to provide these services.
It is also critical to observe that the proprietary right to be the exclusive commercial provider of services does not free the sponsor of its obligation to permit self-service, including self-fueling. 303 An airport proprietor may impose reasonable self-service standards that enhance the safety and efficiency of the airport. 304 However, the FAA has held it "impermissible for an airport sponsor to enact overly restrictive requirements on self-fueling in an attempt to divert self-fuelers to the airport's own proprietary exclusive fueling operation. " 305 299 FAA AC 150/5190-6 ¶ 1.3(b)(1). 300 Id. 301 Id. 302 Jet 1 Center, Inc. v. Naples Airport Auth., FAA Docket No. 16-04-03, Director's Determination (Jan. 4, 2005). ("It is not sufficient that the Authority used its own employees to provide the fuel to the tenant initially. To maintain its proprietary exclusive, the Authority must provide the fuel to the end-users using the Authority's employees. "). 303 The permissible bounds of self-service activity are outside the scope of this digest, but are detailed in the Airport Compliance Manual at Chapter 11, and discussed at length in D. Prather, The Right to Self Fuel, ( upon the competitive landscape prior to making any definitive decisions in this arena.
E. Proprietary (Exclusive) Services
Where a sponsor's efforts to encourage a private FBO to offer its products and service at more competitive prices, or attract competitors to the marketplace, are unsuccessful, some sponsors have elected to provide these services themselves.
Whether an airport should enter the marketplace to provide FBO services is a complex business proposition requiring consideration of many factors, most of which are beyond the scope of this research document. 296 An airport sponsor generally has substantially different profit motives from a private FBO and may therefore be able to offer products and services at cost or close to it. At the same time, however, a sponsor-operated FBO may be unable to leverage the same economies of scale as larger network FBOs and, depending on local conditions, it may be more difficult to recruit and retain qualified personnel. Where a sponsor would compete directly with existing service providers on the field, the sponsor should carefully evaluate the potential impact of its entry as a competitor on the local marketplace, just as it would in considering whether to solicit interest from a second FBO, as discussed above. The FAA notes that proprietary services may make most sense where "the revenue potential is insufficient to attract private enterprises and it is necessary for the airport sponsor to provide the aeronautical service, or situations where the revenue potential is so significant that the airport sponsor chooses to perform the aeronautical activity itself in order to become more financially self-sustaining. " 297 Before considering providing FBO service itself, the airport sponsor should also closely examine its existing agreement with FBOs and other aeronautical service providers already on the field. In some cases, the sponsors have in the past undertaken contractual promises not to compete with aeronautical service providers, or otherwise limited their ability to offer proprietary services. 298 Similarly, airport sponsors must ensure that they possess sufficient legal authority under state or local law to operate as an FBO, and whether state or local law imposes any substantive restrictions on pertinent pricing policies or profits.
Other legal considerations regarding proprietary aeronautical services vary significantly depending on whether the sponsor will offer such services as the exclusive provider thereof and 296 The many considerations in choosing an airport-operated FBO model among several models are comprehensively discussed in L. Kramer, Airport Operator Options for Delivery of FBO Services, (Airport Cooperative Research Program Synthesis 86, 2018). 297 FAA AC 150/5190-6, supra note 17 ¶ 1.3(b)(1). 298 In some cases, restrictions on proprietary activity may implicate Grant Assurance 5. Sponsors should therefore carefully scrutinize such provisions to determine whether they impinge upon the sponsors' ability to comply with its grant assurance obligations, including the requirement to provide access to the airport on reasonable terms and without unjust discrimination and to avoid granting an exclusive right. Where Grant Assurance 5 is implicated, sponsors may consider exercising their rights under a subordination clause or else renegotiating the offending provision at the next opportunity. taking affirmative steps to bring a competitor to the airport is not always in the sponsor's (or other airport stake holders') best interest.
Indeed, one of the most important legal points regarding competition between FBOs or other aeronautical service providers at the airport is that it is not, strictly speaking, required. The FAA has long recognized that, at many airports, the market will naturally select a single entity to provide most or all aeronautical services. The FAA also recognizes that a single, successful entity may expand, including to the point that it occupies all available space at the airport. Neither scenario, in and of itself, is a violation of the prohibition against granting an exclusive right. Instead, a grant assurance violation may lie only where the sponsor has unreasonably denied an otherwise qualified entity an opportunity to enter the marketplace. 313 Thus, before embarking on an RFP, the sponsor should carefully consider what the local market is likely to support (i.e., reasons may exist as to only one FBO is present on the airfield). While competition between service providers is generally desirable, competition for its own sake can be a risky proposition. The sponsor must assess whether the introduction of another market participant on certain terms could have a detrimental effect on existing on-airport businesses. 314 Proceeding to issue an RFP and award a new lease without solid, reliable, and practical data points from which to assess current and future needs could lead the sponsor into creating a situation whereby the financial stability of all FBOs is threatened. In some cases, utilization of existing contractual mechanisms and leveraging the grant assurance obligations discussed herein may present a more "surgical" solution to the sponsor's concerns.
Assuming an RFP is appropriate, it is important that a sponsor review its minimum standards and other governing documents prior to issuance. 315 The sponsor may also consider updating its master plan if it has not recently done so.
Where an RFP is utilized, it must be structured to ensure that responsive proposals will, in fact, satisfy the sponsor's policy objectives, and that the sponsor's discretion in not unduly limited. The FAA affords sponsors considerable discretion in conducting competitive solicitations for new aeronautical service providers, and its review in such cases has generally been limited to whether entities were given a full and fair opportunity to compete in the solicitation. The FAA has also expressly recognized RFPs as a unique tool to remedy competitive deficiencies, and therefore allows sponsors to exclude incumbents from participation, at least where the stated goal of the RFP is to increase competition. 316 313 FAA Order 5190.6B, supra note 56 at 8.9.b., 8-10. 314 The converse of this proposition is not true: the FAA does not permit airport sponsors to deny qualified users an opportunity to provide aeronautical services on the basis that the sponsor does not believe the market will support it. Instead, the FAA views a private entity's desire to provide service, notwithstanding their investment and other risks, as de facto evidence that the market may support the desired service. 315 FAA AC 150/5190-7, supra note 58 at 5. 316 FAA Order 5190.6B, at 8.7.b.2
If the sponsor does not intend to be the exclusive provider of aeronautical services (or, importantly, fails to observe the above limitations on the exercise of a proprietary exclusive right), then it must provide such services on same terms and conditions that would apply to any other commercial operator (e.g., the airport's minimum standards). 306 In such cases, the sponsor "must exhibit extreme caution to ensure that it is not providing its FBO an unacceptable effective exclusive right at the airport by granting its FBO any powers, privileges, or other rights while excluding another FBO from enjoying a similar power, privilege or other right. " 307 Within these parameters, however, a competing sponsorowned FBO retains a unique opportunity to compete. For example, because an airport sponsor has markedly different financial obligations with respect to the airport overall than that of an ordinary commercial tenant, "an airport sponsor is not obligated to impose an identical fee and rental structure upon itself " for the provision of aeronautical services. 308 Similarly, an airport sponsor may legitimately determine to run its FBO at a loss. "The fact that an airport sponsor-owned FBO fails to make a profit, in itself, does not constitute a violation of the sponsor's Federal obligations, " provided such losses are neither 309 Rather, it is only when an airport sponsor's losses begin to impact its obligations toward the rest of the airport, such as the maintenance of the airfield or snow removal activities, that such losses could jeopardize a sponsor's grant assurance compliance. 310 Whether the sponsor offers aeronautical services as a competitor or pursuant to its proprietary exclusive rights, it is important to recognize that its revenues are "airport revenues, " and therefore subject to Grant Assurance 25. "Thus, any profits realized by a sponsor-owned FBO are, in turn, realized by all airport users, including competitors . . . . " 311 Similarly, sponsoroperated FBOs should not establish rates and charges for those services that would generate revenue surpluses that exceed the amounts to be used for the airport system and for other purposes for which airport revenues may be spent, including reasonable reserves and other funds to facilitate financing or to cover contingencies. 312 
F. Requests for Proposals
The initial instinct of many airport sponsors facing an uncompetitive environment at their airports is to simply issue an RFP for the desired competition. While this can be a useful tool, its fees and pursue a business model that provides a reasonable return of its investment.
Practically, having the sponsor act as "price police" is something that few airports wish to do and acting in such a role implicates a complicated set of challenges (ranging from what is the relevant market from which to judge "reasonable" pricing and to what extent does FBO profitability factor in to such an analysis). Indeed, by citing to the eight factors in the FBO Q&A, the FAA acknowledges that pricing is a complex area and one that a one-size-fits-all solution is not appropriate. Its decisions in the AOPA Complaints only further underscores that point.
How to adequately and appropriately get involved in pricing disputes is beyond the scope of this research document. However, airport sponsors are well-advised to gather as many facts as possible and involve all stakeholders in the process so as to have the highest potential for devising an adequate solution.
VII. CONCLUSION
As demonstrated herein, competition among air carriers and FBOs at U.S. airports is a complex, multidimensional and evolving topic. The federal government has created a broad and general framework within which airport sponsors must operate. However, issues with respect to competition at any particular airport are, by their very nature, highly dependent upon local concerns, services and other factors that require locallyderived solutions. Terms such as "reasonable, " and "not unjustly discriminatory" are bedrock guiding principles but offer little concrete guidance to airport executives when faced with competition issues at their airport. Furthermore, when the general standards are interpreted and applied by a governmental agency or a court, the decisions are often fact-specific and the only solid conclusion an airport sponsor may draw is, as the saying goes, "if you have seen one airport, you've seen one airport. " However, as described above, airport sponsors have many tools at their disposal to address competition concerns that may be present at their airport and/or within the region in which the airport operates. Crafting solutions that will work for all stakeholders, both practically and legally, is by design a customized and artistic endeavor. The key to success is to fully understand the potential legal and practical pitfalls, appreciate the core factual challenges of all involved, and be able to bring to bear the available tools to address the issues. It is hoped that this Digest aids the reader in that endeavor.
What is the Nature of the Airport Sponsor-FBO Relationship in Regard to Airport Fees and Reasonableness?
Generally, an airport sponsor-FBO relationship is a landlord/ tenant relationship, governed by the contractual terms of a lease agreement. The terms of that relationship, to the extent necessary for the airport to remain in compliance with its grants, may be subordinated to the grant assurances. There is discretion on how these fees are assessed and collected. Some airport sponsors assess and collect fees, while others assess and permit the FBO to collect the fees on its behalf. Airport sponsors are obligated per Grant Assurance 22 to ensure the fees imposed upon users are reasonable and non-discriminatory. Airport sponsors cannot waive their Federal obligations via terms in their FBO leases or agreements. Airport sponsors should be prepared to consider claims of unreasonable and discriminatory service and unreasonable and discriminatory prices by FBOs.
Airport sponsors can manage and may affect the quality and pricing of services on the airport through a competitive procurement process and open communications with proposed or selected FBOs. Additionally, periodic review of FBO fee schedules may be an effective way to ascertain the levels and pricing of services being provided at the airport. However, it is important to keep in mind that airport sponsors may take into account additional factors that can influence pricing, including (1) capital investment of the FBO in physical facilities; (2) long-term financial commitment to operate an FBO; (3) positive economic impacts the FBO may have at the airport; (4) prevailing labor supply and corresponding rates, fuel inventory levels, and costs; (5) Federal and local policy requirements; (6) insurance requirements; (7) safety and related technical training initiatives; and (8) increases in rents and other fees paid by the FBO.
These factors may impact the economic vitality of an FBO. When setting and monitoring rates, airport sponsors must give consideration to airport development policies and priorities. For example, in cases where the airport sponsor requires FBOs to offer certain services, make improvements, and/or maintain facilities, the airport sponsor must consider these requirements when evaluating if airport fees are reasonable. 323 Essentially, this states that if the sponsor complied with its obligations to include the provisions in its FBO agreements, then a mechanism exist for the sponsor to get involved in situations where FBO pricing may be at issue.
In June, 2018, the FAA put a finer point on this issue when it dismissed AOPA's unreasonable pricing informal claims against the Greater Asheville Regional Airport Authority and Monroe County, Florida (the sponsor of Key West International Airport). 324 The FAA determined that the sponsors reasonably concluded that the FBO's pricing practices were reasonable and that AOPA had not provided any evidence that would justify "second-guessing" the sponsors' conclusions. The FAA also found that Signature, the FBO at both airports, is entitled to set 323 Id. at 3. 324 See, Letters from Heather A. Haney, supra note 82. Prior to those decisions, AOPA withdrew its complaint against the Illinois Department of Transportation and its sponsorship of the Waukegan National Airport. Joe Kildea, AOPA, Credit Where Due: Progress Leads AOPA to Withdraw FAA Complaint Against Waukegan Airport (Jan. 31, 2018), https://www.aopa.org/news-and-media/all-news/2018/january/31/ credit-where-due
